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Summary
Network-based computing domain unifies all best research efforts presented from single com-
puter systems to networked systems to render overwhelming computational power for several
modern day applications. Strictly speaking, network-based computing domain has no confined
scope and each element offers considerable challenges. Networked application requirements
impose a continuous thrust on network utilization and on the resources to deliver supreme
quality of service. In other words, a networked application strongly thrives on efficient data
storage and management system, which is essentially a Distributed Database System (DDBS).
In a DDBS, transactions on objects/data can be read requests or write requests in a random
manner. Servicing such requests in a DDBS incurs certain cost function and the object
management process (OMP) will critically affect the system performance. In this thesis,
we concentrate on exposing the underlying key challenges in designing on-line algorithms
to handle unpredictable requests that arrive at a DDBS. We design several dynamic on-
line algorithms for the object allocation and object replication issues which form a part of
the OMP. Our objective is to provide a theoretical framework and rigorously analyze the
performance of the proposed algorithms using competitive analysis.
The design of distributed systems can favor two types of control mechanisms, namely, central-
ized control and decentralized control. The choices of these systems are usually based on the
underlying application requirements and each has its own advantages and disadvantages. For
xeach of the above mentioned control mechanisms, we proposed an efficient object allocation
and replication algorithm, referred to as Dynamic Window Mechanism (DWM) algorithm
(centralized) and Adaptive Distributed Request Window (ADRW) algorithm (decentralized),
respectively, to minimize the total servicing cost of the arriving requests. To evaluate the
performance of our proposed algorithms, we first considered the application domain of Sta-
tionary Computing Environment (SCE). Using competitive analysis, we rigorously showed the
competitive ratios of DWM algorithm and ADRW algorithm.
Further, we extended our design and analysis to the application domain of Mobile Computing
Environment (MCE). For DWM and ADRW algorithm, we modified their cost models pro-
posed in SCEs to suit the conditions of a MCE and discussed on how these algorithms can
be adopted in MCEs. Further, we modified the DWM algorithm to a new object allocation
and replication algorithm, referred to as Real-time Decentralized Dynamic Window Mecha-
nism (RDDWM), that takes into account the real-time requirement imposed by each request.
Similar to those in SCEs, we used competitive analysis to quantify the performance of DWM,
ADRW, and RDDWM algorithm under various conditions. We also conducted a simulation
study to capture the performance of RDDWM algorithm under different conditions.
Finally, we carried out experiments to study the performance of ADRW algorithm under
several influencing conditions in a SCE. We conducted detailed performance analysis and
comparisons in the experiments. The experimental results give more insights on designing
object allocation and replication strategies for DDBSs.
In conclusion, our research contribution lies in designing adaptive object allocation and repli-
cation algorithms and evaluating their performance mainly from theoretical standpoint. Al-
though our major focus in this thesis is on DDBSs, the concepts and issues seem to be ap-
plicable to several other related application domains. Interesting extensions to our research
work can be found on various aspects at the end of this thesis.
1Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the past two decades, distributed database systems (DDBSs) have received considerable
attention and attracted immense research efforts in the computing domain. DDBSs evolved
as the need for sharing data keeps increasing. Further, the rapid proliferation in computer
hardware technology coupled with the underlying communication technology has made a huge
success for the advent of DDBSs. The offering service capabilities of DDBSs were further
enhanced by the use of modern day computer architectures such as SISD (single instruction
stream over a single data stream) and MIMD (multiple instruction streams over multiple data
streams) [34], together with the use of sophisticated operating systems exclusively developed
for architectures with multiple CPUs (also referred to as Multiprocessor architectures) [54].
Traditionally, in order to simplify the control mechanism, database systems were biased to-
wards a centralized style of operation. In such a centralized database system, all the data are
collected into a single database. Obviously, the use of centralized database systems makes
sense if the application domain is somewhat smaller in size and is possibly confined to a
smaller geographical area. However, corporate offices, industrial organizations, educational
bodies with multi-campuses, etc, grow with time and require a decentralized way of operational
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style due to geographic separation. Using a single point control to coordinate and store all
the required data for such systems will be highly inefficient. For instance, users may undergo
long waiting times to access the centralized database. Essentially, the motivation to take into
account the geographic nature of distribution for various application domains and share the
currently available computer and communication facilities becomes a dominating factor that
leads to a DDBS, where the data (objects, in general) are distributed among several locations
in the system. Compared to centralized database systems, there are some immediately per-
ceivable advantages that users can obtain from a DDBS, such as rapid response time (defined
as the time instant between a transaction is submitted to the system and the time at which
it is satisfied) of transactions, high data availability, and high system reliability/scalability,
improved fault tolerance and recoverability, etc [3, 14, 52, 54].
In a DDBS, transferring an object from one node to another may be required by some ap-
plication which will consume a varying network bandwidth. In turn, there is a demand to
devise efficient technologies and methods to disseminate the required data to the users at the
required times. Consequently, managing the objects in the system is an important issue which
we call Object Management Process (OMP). The OMP is essentially a software component
that provides services for accessing the objects stored in the respective databases.
We now introduce several issues which comprise an OMP and have to be solved when the
objects are to be distributed/managed in several locations in the system. These issues include,
• Object Allocation: Determining the locations to hold an object when the object is created
(Choosing vantage locations for the respective objects)
• Object Location: Determining the locations of an object whenever an end user wishes to
access it (Equivalent to searching locations to find the desired objects)
• Object Replication: Replicating the same object in several locations for performance and
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reliability considerations (This operation creates multiple copies to exist on the system)
• Object Migration: Migrating an object from one location to another whenever it is required
• Object Consistency: Maintaining consistency between multiple copies of the same object
in different locations due to any modification of the object elsewhere
The above issues are the most important and widely studied problems in DDBSs. In this
thesis, we focus on the object allocation and replication issues.
1.1 Motivation
Designing object dissemination and management schemes for applications that rely on dis-
tributed service infrastructure always offers considerable challenges to the system designers.
In this section, we present the motivation of our study in this thesis.
In general, a DDBS consists of multiple nodes interconnected by a message-passing network.
Each node comprises a processor and a local memory. All the local memories are private
and accessible only by their respective local processors. Inter-node communication is carried
out by passing messages through the interconnection network. Objects are usually replicated
in several nodes for improving system performance such as response time of transactions,
bandwidth utilization, object availability, system reliability, etc [3, 66, 69].
Users at different nodes may issue transactions to access the objects in the system. These
transactions could be read requests or write requests, and without loss of generality, these
read/write requests can arrive at the system in a random manner. A read request is serviced
with a replica of the requested object, while a write request actually modifies the requested
object. Specifically, in order to guarantee the consistency among multiple replicas of an object,
every change to an object (write request) must be transferred to all the other available replicas
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(or in a majority consensus approach [22, 64] for weak consistency) in the remote memories
elsewhere. In other words, a write request for an object must be propagated to all the
processors that have replicas of the object in their respective local memories. This will incur a
great deal of communication cost. Associated with servicing requests, we consider three types
of costs in this thesis. The first one is the I/O cost, i.e., the cost of fetching an object from the
local memory to the processor or saving an object from a processor to its local memory. The
other two types of cost are due to communication in the underlying interconnection network,
i.e., control-message transferring cost and data-message transferring cost. As an example, a
control-message transfer is needed when a processor requests for an object which is not in its
local memory, whereas a data-message transfer is just the transferring of an object between
the processors via the interconnection network. Thus, in such a scenario, one of the main
problems is in designing efficient policies to handle on-line requests arriving at the system
with a minimum cost and maintain the consistency of multiple replicas of objects in various
locations in the network.
As mentioned above, replication increases the object availability by allowing many nodes to
service several requests for the same object concurrently. Thus, in some cases, the cost of
maintaining multiple copies can offset the cost of communication overheads and boost the
system performance in terms of availability and reliability. However, it should be noted that
the performance of the system is very sensitive to the distribution of the replicas among the
nodes. This is due to the fact that the cost of servicing a request associated with a local
memory is different from the cost of servicing a request associated with a remote memory.
More specifically, in order to guarantee the object consistency, every write request must be
propagated to update the replicas in the remote memories elsewhere. Obviously, when more
replicas are allocated, the average cost of servicing a read request will be lower, whereas the
average cost of servicing a write request will be higher. Therefore, more replicas are beneficial
in a read-intensive network, whereas fewer copies are beneficial in a write-intensive network.
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Thus, a crucial decision while designing an on-line OMP lies in determining:
• How many replicas of each object are to be present at any time instant in the network?
• Which nodes these replicas should be allocated to?
These are essentially the object allocation and replication issues of an OMP. In other words,
an on-line object allocation and replication algorithm recommends a set of processors, often
referred to as an object allocation scheme, that need to have copies of an object.
1.2 Issues to Be Studied and Main Contributions
The issues mentioned in Section 1.1 considerably motivate us to design cost-effective algo-
rithms for object allocation and replication issues in DDBSs.
In different application domains, these two issues may obtain different concerns and pose
various challenges to the algorithm/system designers. We consider following two distinct
application domains in this study, i.e., DDBSs in Stationary Computing Environments (SCEs)
and Mobile Computing Environments (MCEs). Traditionally, a DDBS in a SCE consists
of several stationary nodes in the system. The location of a node in the system does not
change. The inter-node communication is implemented via wired links, such as pairs of
twisted wires and optical fibers. On the other hand, in a MCE, the inter-node communication
is implemented via wireless medium which has a limited amount of bandwidth to use. Due
to the mobility and disconnection properties of mobile hosts (MHs), as well as the limited
wireless network bandwidth availability [4, 14, 30], object allocation and replication issues in
such an environment are more difficult when compared to that in a SCE.
Further, to improve object availability, we assume that at any time instant there are at least
t replicas for every object in the system. This constraint is usually referred to as t-availability
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constraint [31, 73, 76, 77] and is neglected by most of works in the literature. In this thesis, all
of our proposed algorithms will take into account the t-availability constraint, which makes
the object consistency issue more difficult to implement.
For the application domains of SCE, as argued before (Section 1.1), servicing requests that
arrive at a DDBS may incur I/O cost, control-message transferring cost, and data-message
transferring cost. We first propose mathematical cost models that consider all these costs.
Using these cost models, we then design an efficient object allocation and replication algorithm
for both centralized control DDBSs and decentralized control DDBSs, respectively [1, 20, 52].
These two algorithms are referred to as Dynamic Window Mechanism (DWM) algorithm
(centralized) and Adaptive Distributed Request Window (ADRW) algorithm (decentralized),
respectively. Finally, we use competitive analysis [61] to evaluate the performance of DWM
algorithm and ADRW algorithm. Additionally, for ADRW algorithm, we carry out rigorous
experiments to study the performance under several influencing conditions in a SCE.
Further, we extend our study to the application domains of MCE. We first modify the cost
models proposed in SCEs to suit the conditions of a MCE, and carry out similar competi-
tive analysis for DWM and ADRW algorithm as those in SCEs. In addition, we modify the
DWM algorithm to a new object allocation and replication algorithm, referred to as Real-time
Decentralized Dynamic Window Mechanism (RDDWM) algorithm, to take into account the
hard deadline [54] imposed by each request that arrives at a Real-Time Distributed Database
System (RTDDBS). Competitive analysis is carried out to quantify the performance of RD-
DWM algorithm under two different extreme conditions, i.e., when the deadline periods of
all the requests are sufficiently long and when the deadline periods of all the requests are
very short. A simulation study is also conducted to capture the performance of RDDWM
algorithm under different conditions. Essentially, a RTDDBS has all of the requirements of
traditional database systems, such as concurrency control and security control. It must not
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only maintain the consistency constraints of objects but also, even more importantly, guar-
antee the time constraints imposed by each transaction at the same time. In other words,
designing a RTDDBS must combine the principles developed in traditional database systems
and real-time systems. This dual requirement makes the object management process more
complex and difficult in a RTDDBS than that in a conventional (non-real-time) DDBS.
In this thesis, we primarily concentrate on systematically designing and analyzing algorithms
for DDBSs (centralized/decentralized control) in SCEs and MCEs to handle on-line requests
(real-time/non-real-time). Our objective is to dynamically adjust the allocation schemes of
objects so as to minimize the total servicing cost of the arriving requests. The contributions
of this thesis are mainly from theoretical standpoint in terms of competitive analysis.
1.3 Related Work
There have been a number of research efforts in recent years that address the problems of
object management in DDBSs. Below, we present some of the relevant works that are very
related to our study in this thesis.
The concept of competitive analysis was first introduced by Sleator and Tarjan [61] to study
the performance of on-line algorithms in the context of searching a linked list of elements
and the paging problem [28, 34]. An excellent compilation of various problems that use
competitive analysis can be found in the report [10]. In this report, several on-line problems,
including the k-Server Problem, Distributed Data Management, and List Update Problem were
analyzed in detail. The k-Server Problem, introduced by Manasse et al. [46], is one of the
most fundamental and extensively studied on-line problems. In this paper, they conjectured
that for any k ≥ 1, there is a k-competitive algorithm for any symmetric k-Server Problem.
In [1], the file allocation problem, which is a well-studied problem in DDBSs, was considered.
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Here, a centralized algorithm and a distributed algorithm were developed to optimize the
communication cost of accessing data in a distributed environment and it has been shown
that both of these two algorithms have logarithmic competitive ratios. However, the I/O cost
was ignored in this paper. In [75], two distributed algorithms were proposed for dynamic
replication of a data-item in communication network. One of them is the CAR algorithm
that works for a tree network and the other is the TAR algorithm that works for a star
network. It was shown that when the read/write request pattern in the network becomes
regular, CAR converges to a cost-optimal replication scheme and TAR converges to a time-
optimal replication scheme. However, the I/O cost was also ignored in this paper. In [76], a
dynamic data distribution algorithm (DDA) was presented. DDA removes the limitation of
CAR and TAR in [75], i.e., it does not depend on the network topology. The I/O cost was
considered by DDA algorithm. However, the control-message cost was ignored. The network
model in [60] is based on the work in [75]. The objective function in [60] was to minimize the
number of messages in the network required to read and write objects. The authors used a
deterministic finite state automaton (DFSA) based learning technique to predict future object
accesses, and based on the predictions, they re-ordered the replication scheme of objects to
suit the predicted future access patterns. Nevertheless, the algorithm presented in [60] is not
competitive.
Recently, a dynamic allocation (DA) algorithm that satisfies the t-availability constraint was
presented in [73]. Here, both communication cost and I/O cost were considered. Using
competitive analysis, they compared the performance of DA algorithm with a static allocation
(SA) algorithm in both SCE and MCE. Other recent work that took into consideration both
the communication cost and storage cost (I/O cost) can be found in [33]. In [33], the authors
considered the problem for determining an optimal residence set (similar to the server set
in our proposed algorithms) of size p for an object on a tree with n nodes, where the tree
nodes have limited storage capacities. In [58], a decentralized model for dynamic creation of
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replicas in an unreliable peer-to-peer system was proposed. Here, similar to the t-availability
constraint in our work, their aim was to maintain a threshold level of object availability at all
times in the system. A competitive object allocation algorithm SWFA that also considers the
t-availability constraint was presented in [31] for uniform networks. However, a read/write
request only reads/writes a portion of an object and the I/O cost was neglected in [31].
Further, there have been a number of research efforts in recent years that addressed the
problems of scheduling real-time transactions in a RTDDBS. In [51], a “Two-Phase Approach”
was provided to schedule the transactions predicably in a real-time system. The first phase
is to gather needed information to make the transaction predictable, and the second phase
is to execute the transactions so as to avoid data and resources contentions. Furthermore,
in [51], it was pointed out that the Two-Phase approach provides a better throughput than
traditional locking methods. In [45], a least-laxity scheduling strategy that meets soft real-
time deadlines for tasks operating across multiple processors was presented. By measuring
the usage of the resources and by monitoring the behavior of application objects, the resource
manager allocates objects to processors and migrates objects between processors to balance
the load on the processors. Another data replication algorithm in a distributed real-time
object-oriented database was presented in [53]. The algorithm conditions were proven to be
necessary and sufficient for providing valid data to all requests. However, this algorithm
was designed to work in a static environment in which all object locations, and client data
requirements are known a priori. In [27], two resource allocation algorithms, called RBA* and
OBA, were presented for proactive resource allocation in asynchronous real-time distributed
systems. The algorithms are proactive in the sense that they allow user-triggered resource
allocation for user-specified, arbitrary, application workload patterns. However, the objective
of these two algorithms is to maximize aggregate application benefit and minimize aggregate
missed deadline ratio. They do not consider the execution cost of transactions.
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Finally, to study the OMP in a MCE, Pitoura and Samaras in [55] provided a thorough and
cohesive overview of recent advances in wireless and mobile data management. The focus of
[55] is on the impact of mobile computing on data management beyond the networking level. A
detailed data allocation problem in a MCE was studied in [62] whose objective was to optimize
the communication cost between a mobile computer and the stationary computer that stores
the on-line database. In [19], an operational system model in MCE was introduced and issues
of designing efficient distributed algorithms in MCE were discussed. The evaluation of various
communication styles operated in conventional distributed systems concerning about MCEs
can be found in [74].
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we describe the network model and the relevant definitions, notations that are
used throughout this thesis. In Chapter 3, we design and analyze the DWM algorithm and
ADRW algorithm in SCEs. In Chapter 4, we focus on the application domains of MCEs. To
handle the real-time requests in a RTDDBS, we modify the DWM algorithm to the RDDWM
algorithm. Competitive analysis are carried out for DWM algorithm, RDDWM algorithm
and ADRW algorithm under various conditions. For RDDWM algorithm, we also conduct
a simulation study to capture its performance under different conditions. In Chapter 5,
we rigorously implement the ADRW algorithm in a SCE and study the performance under





We now introduce the system model considered in this thesis. In general, the basic elements
of a DDBS comprise objects, nodes, communication sub-systems and OMPs. As illustrated
in Figure 2.1, our DDBS consists of n nodes, denoted as p1, p2, ..., pn, interconnected via a











































Figure 2.1: An illustration of the system model of a DDBS
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and a local memory (database). Further, the OMP is assumed to be embedded within each
node. Replicas of objects are stored in the local memories, and all the local memories are
private and accessible only by their respective processors. Inter-node communication is carried
out by passing messages through the interconnection network, which acts as a conduit through
which objects can flow between nodes. The communication medium may be pairs of twisted
wires, coaxial cables, optical fibers or wireless mediums (in MCEs), with data transmission
speeds ranging from tens of kilobytes up to hundred megabytes per second or more.
A service rendering nature of a DDBS typically consists of retrieving objects and/or modi-
fying them as per the requirements from clients. To retrieve or modify (update) an object,
the node has to issue a transaction to the DDBS. As mentioned in Chapter 1, transactions
on objects arriving at a DDBS can be read requests or write requests. Without loss of gen-
erality, these read/write requests can arrive at the system in a random manner and they
need not exhibit a regular access pattern [39, 52]. Further, requests are assumed to arrive
at the system concurrently. The problem of concurrency control in DDBSs has been inten-
sively studied since 1980s [7, 15]. There have been immense research efforts in designing
sophisticated concurrency control mechanisms to avoid resource conflicts and detect dead-
locks when executing a transaction in real-time/non-real-time and centralized/decentralized
DDBSs [8, 21, 32, 36, 51, 56, 62, 80]. It should be noted that the objective of this thesis is
to determine when and where a replication should be allocated or de-allocated. The details
of how a request is executed, e.g., handling data access conflicts and deadlock detection, are
indeed out of the scope of this thesis. Therefore, as done in [62, 73], we simply assume that
there exists a concurrency control mechanism (e.g., time-stamps [57] and locking [7] mecha-
nism) to serialize the arriving requests in the system, and there is no deadlock or starvation
arising from our proposed algorithms.
We define Rpio as a read request issued from processor pi for an object o, and similarly,
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W pio is defined as a write request issued from processor pi for an object o. Further, we
define an initial request sequence as follows. An initial request sequence, denoted as σ,















3 is an initial request sequence in which the first request R
p4
2
is a read request for object 2, the second request W p13 is a write request for object 3, and
so on. Similarly, we denote σo as a request sequence in which all the read/write requests are
requesting for the same object o.
We have introduced the object allocation scheme in Section 1.1. In fact, an OMP for a DDBS
attempts to modify or use this allocation scheme information to seek the most recent copy of
an object [14, 49, 52, 69]. The object allocation scheme can be a dynamic quantity depending
on the strategy used in the design of OMP. By and large, most of the object allocation and
replication strategies are geared towards efficient ways of managing this object allocation
scheme. Thus, we formally define an allocation scheme of an object o, denoted by Ao, on
a request Req as a set of processors having copies of the latest version of object o in their
respective local memories right before request Req is serviced, however after the immediately
preceding request for object o is serviced. All the processors in the current Ao are called data-
processors of object o. Other processors that do not belong to the current Ao are considered
as non-data-processors. In addition, the allocation scheme on the first request in a request
sequence σo is referred to as an initial allocation scheme of σo, denoted as IAo.
Further, as mentioned in Chapter 1, there are three types of costs associated with the op-
erations in servicing the requests, i.e., I/O cost, control-message transferring cost and data-
message transferring cost. We denote these three costs as Cio, Cc and Cd, respectively. We
know that the I/O operation is only a local operation. It does not utilize any network re-
sources such as the link bandwidth. Furthermore, the size of a control-message is normally
much shorter than a data-message. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that Cd > Cc > Cio.
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To normalize the cost, we assume that Cio = 1 in a SCE. This means that in a SCE, Cc
is the ratio of a control-message transferring cost to an I/O cost and Cd is the ratio of a
data-message transferring cost to an I/O cost. On the other hand, in a MCE, since the
bandwidth of wireless communication links is very limited, the transfer of data-messages and
control-messages over wireless networks incurs very high cost when compared to I/O cost.
For all practical purposes, the I/O cost can be neglected in a MCE [60, 62, 73]. Therefore,
in this thesis, we consider Cio = 0 in a MCE.
2.1 Terminology
We now present some definitions and notations that will be used throughout this thesis in
Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Glossary of Notations
Notation Definition
Cio Cost of fetching/saving an object due to I/O operation
Cc Cost of transferring a control-message
Cd Cost of transferring a data-message
Rpio Read request from processor pi for object o
W pio Write request from processor pi for object o
σ An initial request sequence with arbitrary read/write requests
for different objects
σo A request sequence in which all the read/write requests are re-
questing for the same object o
Ao Allocation scheme of object o
IAo Initial allocation scheme of object o
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Table continue:
Notation Definition
P (i) The i-th request sub-sequence (phase) derived from σo
COSTA(R
pi
o ) Cost of servicing R
pi
o by using an algorithm A
COSTA(W
pi
o ) Cost of servicing W
pi
o by using an algorithm A
COSTA(σ) Cost of servicing a request sequence σ by using an algorithm A
COSTA(σo, IAo) Cost of servicing a request sequence σo by using an algorithm A
with an initial allocation scheme IAo
COSTA(P (i), IAo(i)) Cost of servicing P (i) by using an algorithm A with an initial
allocation scheme IAo(i)
t Minimum number of copies of an object that must exist in the
system
S(o) Server set of an object o, |S(o)| = t
inv list(pi, o) Invalidate-list for object o in processor pi
data list(o) Data-processor list for object o
2.2 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we introduced the basic system model that is adopted in DDBS research
domain. Some important notations and definitions that will be used frequently in the rest of
this thesis were presented. In the next chapter, we first consider the object allocation and
replication issues in SCEs.
16
Chapter 3
Object Management in Stationary
Computing Environments
In this chapter, we address the object allocation and replication issues of OMP in DDBSs in
the application domain of SCEs. Designing an intelligent and efficient object allocation and
replication on-line algorithm, as mentioned earlier, always offers considerable challenges to
the system designers. There are several criteria to evaluate the performance of a DDBS, such
as the system reliability, the mean response time of transactions, the total cost of servicing
transactions, the system resources utilization rate, etc [14, 20, 38, 54, 69]. The performance
metric in our study is minimizing the cumulative cost (data-message transferring cost, control-
message transferring cost and I/O cost) of all the operations involved in servicing read and
write requests.
Further, in this chapter, in order to improve an object availability and the system reliability,
we assume that at any time instant, there are at least t copies (1 ≤ t ≤ n, where n is the
number of nodes in the network system) for every object in the system. This is indeed the
t-availability constraint (referred to Chapter 1) in our study and it will be considered in all
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the algorithms presented in this chapter and Chapter 4, where we consider the issues of object
management in MCEs.
In a SCE, as mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, there are three types of costs associated with
the operations in servicing the requests, i.e., Cio, Cc and Cd. In this chapter, we first pro-
pose mathematical cost models that consider all the above mentioned costs and then present
two dynamic object allocation and replication algorithms, referred to as Dynamic Window
Mechanism (DWM) algorithm (for centralized control DDBSs) and Adaptive Distributed Re-
quest Window (ADRW) algorithm (for decentralized control DDBSs), respectively. For the
proposed algorithms, we will use competitive analysis to quantify their performance. It may
be emphasized that in order to evaluate the performance of the algorithms, it is sufficient to
consider a single object and analyze the behavior of the algorithms under several influencing
factors. Finally, we will simply discuss on the system reliability issue for ADRW algorithm
in terms of the failure and recovery.
3.1 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation
As far as object allocation and replication issues are concerned, both static and dynamic
algorithms can be found in the literature [18, 38, 52, 73, 74, 78]. In the static category, the
allocation scheme for an object is not altered; whereas in the dynamic category, an object
allocation scheme is dynamically altered with respect to the processing requests. The object
allocation and replication algorithms designed for the latter category is often referred to as
adaptive or dynamic allocation and replication algorithms in the literature. In this section,
we first introduce two object allocation and replication algorithms proposed in [73], referred
to as Static Allocation (SA) algorithm and Dynamic Allocation (DA) algorithm, respectively.
These two algorithms provide a considerable motivation for our study in this chapter.
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3.1.1 SA Algorithm
The idea behind the design of SA algorithm is that it keeps a fixed allocation scheme of
each object in the DDBS at all time. Further, in order to satisfy the t-availability constraint
mentioned earlier, it is assumed that the allocation scheme of an object o is given by a fixed
processor set S(o) and |S(o)| = t. The processors in S(o) are called as servers, and hence,
S(o) is also referred to as a server set of object o. All the processors in the system know the
server set of every object. It should be noted that for different objects, the server sets may
be differ.
SA algorithm follows a read-one-write-all working style. We now present the cost model of
SA algorithm to compute the cost of servicing a read request or a write request as follows.
Cost Model of SA
Case A (Read request): Consider servicing a read request Rpio . Then, the cost of servicing





1 if pi ∈ S(o)
1 + Cc + Cd otherwise
(3.1)
In Equation (3.1), if pi ∈ S(o), which means that pi is a data-processor, then object o is directly
retrieved from its local memory. This process incurs Cio units of cost for I/O operation, where
Cio = 1. On the other hand, if pi 6∈ S(o), then pi will request a replica of object o from some
server pj ∈ S(o). As a response, pj fetches object o from its local memory and sends it to pi.
This process incurs (1 + Cc + Cd) units of cost.
Case B (Write request): Consider servicing a write request W pio . Then, the cost of servicing
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(|S(o)| − 1)Cd + |S(o)| if pi ∈ S(o)
|S(o)|Cd + |S(o)| otherwise
(3.2)
Note that a write request creates a new version of an object. In order to maintain object
consistency, the new version must be transferred to all the servers in the system. Therefore,
in Equation (3.2), if pi ∈ S(o), then object o will be transferred to all the processors in S(o)
other than pi (Since the new version of object o is already available in processor pi in this
case), incurring (|S(o)| − 1)Cd units of cost. On the other hand, if pi 6∈ S(o), then object o
will be transferred to all the processors in S(o), incurring (|S(o)|)Cd units of cost. Finally,
in both the cases, servers in S(o) will save the object o into their respective local memories,
incurring a total of |S(o)| units of cost for I/O operations.
Following example will further clarify the cost incurred by SA algorithm in servicing a request
sequence σo for an object o.





















prising requests for object o. We assume that the fixed object allocation scheme S(o) =
{p1, p2, p5} and |S(o)| = 3. According to the above description, each read request issued by
a processor pi 6∈ S(o) will incur (1 + Cc + Cd) units of cost; otherwise (pi ∈ S(o)) it will
incur only one unit cost for I/O operation. On the other hand, a write request issued from a
processor pi ∈ S(o) or pi 6∈ S(o) will incur (2Cd + 3) or (3Cd + 3) units of cost, respectively.
Thus, the total cost of servicing the above request sequence σo using SA algorithm is given
by,
COSTSA(σo, S(o)) = 14Cd + 7Cc + 16 (3.3)
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3.1.2 DA Algorithm
The SA algorithm is simple to implement as the object allocation schemes are fixed and hence
the object consistency constraint is somewhat easy to take care. However, as discussed in
Chapter 1, in a read-intensive network, we can obtain a smaller average cost of servicing a
read request when more replicas are replicated in the system. On the other hand, in a write-
intensive network fewer replicas would be beneficial. Since read/write requests may arrive at
the system in an unpredictable manner, a fixed object allocation algorithm is obviously inef-
ficient for the system. Thus, designing a dynamic object allocation and replication algorithm
that can adapt to the random patterns of read/write requests is therefore crucial.
We now introduce the DA algorithm in detail. Similar to the SA algorithm, DA algorithm
also satisfies the t-availability constraint. It is assumed that the initial allocation scheme of
an object o is given by a fixed server set S(o) (|S(o)| = t), and all the processors in the
system are assumed to know the server set of every object. The DA algorithm considers the
Temporal Locality [34, 59] property when a processor accesses an object. In other words, when
a processor issues a request to access an object, it is more likely for this processor to access the
same object again in the near future (temporal aspect). For example, in the DA algorithm, if
the system receives a read request issued from a non-data-processor pi for object o, the DA
algorithm requests a replica of object o from some server pj ∈ S(o). As done in SA algorithm,
pj will send object o to pi as a response. The most important process in DA algorithm is that
after receiving object o, pi saves object o into its local memory to save the communication
cost for the future expected read requests for object o. We denote this read request as a
saving-read request. As a result, pi becomes a data-processor and enter the object allocation
scheme of object o. Thus, it can be observed that the size of an object allocation scheme will
increase when DA services read requests from non-data-processors. We now present the cost
model of DA algorithm to service a read request or a write request as follows. We will find
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that the size of an object allocation scheme may decrease when DA algorithm services a write
request.
Cost Model of DA
Case A (Read request): Consider servicing a read request Rpio and let Ao be the allocation





1 if pi ∈ Ao
2 + Cc + Cd otherwise
(3.4)
The cost model in Equation (3.4) is similar to that in Equation (3.1), except that if pi 6∈ Ao
(pi is a non-data-processor), then pi will save object o obtained from a server pj ∈ S(o) into
its local memory (saving-read), incurring additional one unit cost for the I/O operation, and
thus, the total servicing cost will be (2 +Cc +Cd) units. Finally, server pj will add processor
pi into an invalidate-list (an invalidate-list can be considered as a processor set whose initial
value is ∅.) for object o, denoted as inv list(pj, o).
Case B (Write request): Consider servicing a write request W pio and let S(o) be the server





(|S(o)| − 1)Cd + |S(o)|+
∑
p∈S(o)
(|inv list(p, o)|Cc) if pi ∈ S(o)
|S(o)|Cd + (|S(o)|+ 1) +
∑
p∈S(o)
(|inv list(p, o)− {pi}|Cc) otherwise
(3.5)
where inv list(p, o)−{pi} denotes the set of processors in inv list(p, o) except processor pi. We
know that each data-message transferring will incur Cd units of cost. Therefore, the number of
processors to which the new version of object o created by W pio must be transferred should be
as small as possible. On the other hand, we must satisfy the t-availability constraint of object
o in the system. Thus, when servicing a write request W pio , if pi ∈ S(o), then object o will
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be transferred to all the servers in S(o) other than pi, incurring (|S(o)| − 1)Cd units of cost.
Whereas, if pi 6∈ S(o), then object o will be transferred to all the servers in S(o), incurring
|S(o)|Cd units of cost. In both the cases, processors in S(o) ∪ {pi} will save the object o into
their respective local memories, incurring a total cost of (|S(o)∪ {pi}|) units. Finally, all the
servers in S(o) will send control-messages to the processors in their corresponding invalidate-
lists except processor pi (if pi is in an invalidate-list) to invalidate the outdated replicas of
object o. It may be noted that if processor pi 6∈ S(o) and pi is not in any invalidate-list
for object o, then pi will indicate some server in S(o) to add itself into the corresponding
invalidate-list. The purpose of this process is to invalidate the copy of object o in pi when
DA algorithm services a following write request from another processor for object o.



















o and IAo = S(o) = {p1, p2, p5}. Note that, in this exam-
ple, the t-availability constraint in the system is 3. We can compute the cost of servicing σo
using DA algorithm as follows. The first request W p5o will incur [1 + 2(1 + Cd)] units of cost,
where the first one unit cost is the cost for processor p5 to save object o into its local memory,
and the cost 2(1 + Cd) is the cost for p5 to transfer object o to the servers p1 and p2, and
then these two servers save object o into their respective local memories. As a saving-read
request, the second request Rp4o will incur (2 + Cc + Cd) units of cost according to Equation
(3.4) and now the allocation scheme is Ao = {p1, p2, p4, p5}. Similarly, for the last request
W p4o , Ao = {p1, p2, p3, p5} and the servicing cost is Cc+[1+3(1+Cd)], where the first part Cc
is the cost to invalidate the outdated replica in processor p3, the rest of the cost components
are similar to that explained for the first requestW p5o . Finally, after servicing the last request,
Ao = {p1, p2, p4, p5}. Table 3.1 shows the adjustment of Ao when DA algorithm services each
of the requests in σo.
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Table 3.1: The adjustment of Ao when DA algorithm services σo
Request Ao (after serving the request)
1 W p5o {p1, p2, p5}
2 Rp4o {p1, p2, p4, p5}
3 Rp3o {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5}
4 W p2o {p1, p2, p5}
5 Rp3o {p1, p2, p3, p5}
6 Rp3o {p1, p2, p3, p5}
7 Rp3o {p1, p2, p3, p5}
8 Rp3o {p1, p2, p3, p5}
9 Rp3o {p1, p2, p3, p5}
10 W p4o {p1, p2, p4, p5}
As a result, the total cost of servicing σo using DA algorithm is given by,
COSTDA(σo, S(o)) = 10Cd + 6Cc + 20 (3.6)
From Equation (3.3) and Equation (3.6), we obtain
COSTSA(σo, S(o))− COSTDA(σo, S(o)) = (4Cd + Cc − 4) > 0 (since Cd > Cc > 1)
Hence, in the above example, COSTSA(σo, S(o)) > COSTDA(σo, S(o)) for the same request
sequence and the same initial allocation scheme, and therefore the total servicing cost is
improved by using DA algorithm.
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3.2 DWM Algorithm
The DA algorithm is a dynamic object allocation and replication algorithm. It always
considers a read request from a non-data-processor as a saving-read request. However, let





















IAo = S(o) = {p1, p2, p5}. Now, if we only consider the fifth read request (Rp3o ) as a saving-
read request and do not consider the second and third read requests (Rp4o ,R
p3
o ) as saving-read
requests, then the total cost of servicing the above σo will be,
COST (σo, S(o)) = 10Cd + 4Cc + 18 (3.7)
We clearly observe that the cost is smaller than that obtained by DA algorithm in Equation
(3.6). Therefore, even if we use a dynamic object allocation and replication algorithm, the
most important aspect is to decide whether or not to consider a read request from a non-
data-processor as a saving-read request. If we can decide on this issue effectively, then we can
further improve the performance (minimize the cost) to a large extent. In fact, our DWM
algorithm precisely attempts to implement this idea.
The design of a DDBS can favor two types of control mechanisms, namely, centralized control
and decentralized control. Essentially, with a centralized control, the system reliability of a
DDBS is never guaranteed as there is a single point failure. However, the security control
and concurrency control, arriving at a consensus, can be relatively taken care easily. On the
other hand, for decentralized control, the system reliability is extremely high, but the above
mentioned additional issues require somewhat sophisticated treatment. Therefore, the choices
of these control mechanisms are usually based on the underlying application requirements and
each has its own advantages and disadvantages.
The DWM algorithm is designed for distributed systems that need centralized controllers. In
a centralized control system we have a central control unit (CCU) at which all the requests
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arrive for processing. Requests can arrive in a concurrent fashion, and we assume that there
is a concurrency control mechanism (CCM) to serialize them [7, 8, 15, 51, 62] (as mentioned
in Chapter 2) in such a way that CCU outputs at most one request in every δ time units, with
δ chosen to be infinitesimally small. Without loss of generality, we assume that δ = 1. All
the requests from CCU form an initial request sequence σ in which the read/write requests
can be issued for different objects. Whenever a request is released from CCU as an output,
the DWM algorithm will be invoked for servicing, as shown in Figure 3.1. Additionally, our
design of DWM algorithm involves a window mechanism (to be explained in Section 3.2.2)













Figure 3.1: Illustration of the concurrent control mechanism
Further, similar to DA algorithm, we assume that the initial allocation scheme of an object o in
DWM algorithm is given by a fixed server set S(o) and |S(o)| = t, which is the consideration
of t-availability constraint in the system. Also, we assume that S(o) ⊆ Ao holds for each
object o at any time instant. For example, for processors pi and pj (pi, pj 6∈ S(o)), the
processor set S(o) ∪ {pi} ∪ {pj} or simply S(o) ∪ {pj} can be a possible Ao at some point in
time. Additionally, we assume that CCU knows the allocation scheme of every object in the
system. We now present the cost model of DWM algorithm to service a read request and a
write request, respectively.
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3.2.1 Cost Model
Case A (Read request): Consider a read request Rpio and let Ao be the allocation scheme of





1 if pi ∈ Ao
1 + Cc + Cd if pi 6∈ Ao and Rpio is not a saving-read request
2 + Cc + Cd if pi 6∈ Ao and Rpio is a saving-read request
(3.8)
If pi ∈ Ao, then object o is simply retrieved from its local memory. This will only incur one unit
cost for I/O operation. On the other hand, if pi 6∈ Ao, then CCU will send a control-message
to a server pj ∈ S(o) to inform about the read request. As a response, pj retrieves object
o from its local memory and sends it to processor pi. This process will incur (1 + Cc + Cd)
units of cost. A significant aspect of this model is that after receiving the object o, if pi saves
object o into its local memory (saving-read), then the servicing cost will be one unit higher
than that if pi does not save object o into its local memory (non-saving-read) to account for
the extra I/O cost. Further, whether Rpio is a saving-read request or not is decided by the
CCU. We will further discuss this issue along with the presentation of DWM algorithm.
Case B (Write request): Consider a write request W pio and let Ao be the allocation scheme of






(|S(o)| − 1)Cd + |S(o)|+ |Ao − A′o|Cc if pi ∈ S(o)
|S(o)|Cd + (|S(o)|+ 1) + |Ao − A′o|Cc otherwise
(3.9)
where Ao−A′o denotes the set of processors in Ao but not in A′o. Similar to that in Equation
(3.5), when DWM servicesW pio , if pi ∈ S(o), then object o will be transferred to all the servers
in S(o) other than pi, incurring (|S(o)|−1)Cd units of cost. Whereas, if pi 6∈ S(o), then object
o will be transferred to all the servers in S(o) incurring |S(o)|Cd units of cost. In both the
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cases, processors in S(o) ∪ {pi} will save the object o into their respective local memories,
incurring a total cost of (|S(o) ∪ {pi}|) units (as Cio = 1). Further, control-messages must
be transferred to the processors in Ao − A′o to invalidate the redundant copies for the object
consistency, incurring total of |Ao − A′o|Cc units of cost. It should be noted that compared
to DA algorithm, there are no invalidate-lists maintained in a server in DWM algorithm,
since CCU knows the allocation scheme of every object. Thus the additional operations
for tracking and invalidating redundant copies become the responsibility of CCU in DWM
algorithm. From the above description, it should be noted that A′o = S(o) ∪ {pi}.
3.2.2 Window Mechanism of DWM Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, our design of DWM algorithm involves a window mechanism. We
generate multiple dynamic request windows in the system, one for each requested object. We
denote a request window for an object o as win(o). Each request window is a FIFO type
window with size τ to store at most τ number of requests (in τ time units) for the same
object. Additionally, for each win(o), we associate a counter TCo with an initial value set
to τ and the value of TCo is decremented by one per time unit until it reaches 0. We now
describe the window mechanism of the DWM algorithm in Table 3.2.
From Table 3.2, it may be observed that a request window win(o) will be dynamically
generated or deleted by the DWM algorithm. We denote the request sequence that is in-
serted into win(o) during its individual lifetime as σo. Suppose a request sequence σo =
σo(1), σo(2), ..., σo(m), where σo(i) (1 ≤ i ≤ m) denotes the i-th request in σo. From Table
3.2, using the window mechanism of DWM algorithm, σo will be essentially partitioned into
several phases P (0), P (1), ..., P (r), such that P (0) consists of only the read requests before
the first write request in σo, and P (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ r) consists of a write request followed by all
the read requests presented between this write request and the next write request in σo. For
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Table 3.2: Window mechanism of DWM algorithm
For (Each time unit)
{ If (There is a request Req for an object o)
{ If (win(o) does not exist) /* Req is the first request for object o */
{ Generate win(o) and insert Req into win(o);
TCo = τ ; }
Else /* Req is not the first request for object o */
{ If (Req is a read request) { Insert Req into win(o); }
Else /* Req is a write request */
{Service the requests in win(o); /*win(o) is empty after servicing*/
Insert Req into win(o);
TCo = τ ; }
}
}
For (Each currently existed request window win(o′) in the system)
/* No matter whether there is a request in this time unit or not */
{ TCo′=TCo′ − 1;
If (TCo′ == 0)
{ Service the requests in win(o′); Delete win(o′);
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example, in Figure 3.2, P (1) consists of the first write request σo(ti) and all the read request
(σo(ti + 1), ..., σo(tj − 1)) presented between σo(ti) and the second write request σo(tj).


























































Figure 3.2: Illustration of phase partition in DWM algorithm – Heuristic 1
It should be noted that given a σo, using the window mechanism of DWM algorithm, P (0) may
not exist if there are no read requests arriving before the first write request in σo. Similarly,
P (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ r) may not exist if all the requests in σo are read requests. Whenever a phase
comes into an existence, DWM algorithm will service the request sequence in that phase
without any knowledge of the future phases. It may be noted that DWM algorithm need
not wait for the entire window win(o) to be filled up for processing. Following example will
clarify the working policy of the window mechanism in DMW algorithm.
Example 3.3: In Figure 3.3(a), when TCo = τ1, a write request W
p3
o arrives at win(o).






































Figure 3.3: Example of the working policy of the window mechanism in DWM algorithm
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At this stage, DWM algorithm is then invoked to service P (0). After servicing, P (0) will
be deleted from win(o) and W p3o is inserted into win(o). Similarly, in Figure 3.3(b), when
TCo = τ2, a write request W
p1











o > is formed.
After servicing P (2), win(o) will be deleted from the system. Thus, in this example, we


















Finally, it should be noted that the window mechanism can guarantee that the queuing delay
of a request in the system is at most τ time units. In DWM algorithm, if the value of counter
TCo reaches 0 then a request sequence σo is formed. After servicing the last phase of σo,
win(o) is deleted and DWM algorithm will reset the allocation scheme of object o to S(o),
which is indeed the server set of object o. The next request for object o will be considered as
the first request for object o and win(o) will be again generated by the window mechanism.
Similarly, the request sequence that is inserted into the new win(o) during its lifetime is
considered as a new request sequence σo.
The reason for DWM algorithm to reset the allocation scheme of an object o to S(o) after
servicing the last phase of σo is due to the consideration of following two extreme cases.
Case 1: In Figure 3.4(a), during the time period starting from TCo = τ
′ to TCo = 0, which
is a relatively long time period for the system, there are no requests arriving at win(o). In
this case, it is wiser to consider object o as an object which is rarely accessed in the system.
Hence, after servicing σo, we should reduce the cardinality of Ao. On the other hand, we
should satisfy the t-availability constraint in the system. Therefore, we reset Ao to S(o),
where |S(o)| = t.
Case 2: In Figure 3.4(b), read requests for object o keep arriving at win(o) till TCo = 0.
In this case, we consider that the requests for object o are read-intensive, and hence, we




































Figure 3.4: Illustration of two extreme cases in DWM algorithm
may need to rearrange the server set S(o) to S ′(o) for improving the system performance.
However, since future request patterns are unpredictable, there is no sufficient information for
us to decide which processor should be included in S ′(o). Thus, after servicing σo we simply
assume that S ′(o) = S(o) and reset Ao to S(o) for servicing a new σo in the future.
From the above description, it may be noted that the window size τ is a key parameter
in the DWM algorithm. Different values of τ may influence the performance of the system.
Obviously, the value of τ should not be too small. For example, let us consider an extreme case
where τ = 1. If τ = 1, then each request will form a request sequence and the request windows
will be generated and deleted in one time unit. This will undesirably consume most of the
computing capacity of CCU. On the other hand, if the value of τ is too large then a request
may suffer a large queuing delay in the system, which may not be tolerable in some application
domains, especially in a Real-Time DDBS. Therefore, to seek a reasonable performance by
the DWM algorithm, we should choose a value of τ depending on the underlying application
requirements.
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Below, we shall see how DWM algorithm services the requests in each phase of σo to minimize
the cumulative servicing cost.
3.2.3 Servicing of Phases
1. Servicing of P (0)
As mentioned earlier, P (0) in σo consists of all the read requests before the first write request
in σo. We suppose that the initial allocation scheme of object o on P (0) is IAo(0). Let
N(0) be the set of processors which are not in IAo(0) and have issued read requests in P (0).
Further, let nr(p, 0) be the total number of read requests issued by processor p in phase P (0).
We define
4(0) = ( ∑
p∈N(0)
(nr(p, 0))− |N(0)|)(Cc + Cd) (3.10)
According to Equation (3.8) discussed in the cost model, if we do not consider any of the read
request from the processors in N(0) as a saving-read request, then the total cost of servicing
read requests issued from processors in N(0) will be
∑
p∈N(0)
(nr(p, 0))(1 + Cc + Cd) (3.11)
On the other hand, if we consider the first read request from each of the processors in N(0)
as a saving-read request, then the rest of the read requests from these processors will each
incur only I/O cost. Hence, the cost of servicing these read requests will be








Furthermore, we should consider servicing the expected write request in P (1). If P (1) exists,
then referring to the description of Equation (3.9), when we consider the first read request
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from each of the processors in N(0) as a saving-read request, CCU must send at most |N(0)|
number of control-messages to invalidate the redundant replicas of object o in these processors
(belonging to N(0)) when servicing the write request in P (1). On the other hand, if P (1)
does not exist, then P (0) is the last phase of σo. As mentioned before, in this case, the DWM
algorithm will reset Ao to S(o). Thus, when we consider the first read request from each of
the processors in N(0) as a saving-read request, CCU will similarly send control-messages to
all the processors in N(0) to invalidate the redundant replicas of object o after servicing P (0).
Therefore, in both these two cases, the total servicing cost for the read requests issued from
processors in N(0) would be
|N(0)|(1 + Cc + Cd) +
∑
p∈N(0)
(nr(p, 0)) + |N(0)|Cc (3.13)











(nr(p, 0))− |N(0)|)(Cc + Cd)− |N(0)| − |N(0)|Cc
= 4(0)− |N(0)| − |N(0)|Cc (3.14)
Thus, there exists a cost trade-off between whether or not we consider the first read request
from each of the processors in N(0) as a saving-read request. In DWM algorithm, if 4(0) >
(|N(0)|+ |N(0)|Cc), then DWM indeed considers these requests mentioned above as saving-
read requests. Otherwise, if 4(0) ≤ (|N(0)| + |N(0)|Cc), DWM algorithm will not consider
any of the read requests from processors in N(0) as a saving-read request.















and IAo(0) is {p1, p2, p5}. We assume that Cc = 2, Cd = 3, then 4(0) = 2(Cc+Cd) = 10, and
(|N(0)|+|N(0)|Cc) = 2+2∗2 = 6. We note that4(0) > (|N(0)|+|N(0)|Cc). Therefore, DWM
considers the third and the fourth requests as saving-read requests. However, if P (0) =<













o >, then with the same values of IAo(0), Cc and Cd as above, we
note that 4(0) = 5 < (|N(0)|+ |N(0)|Cc) = 6, and hence, we should not consider the second,
fourth, and seventh requests as saving-read requests.
2. Servicing of P (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ r)
Now let us consider the servicing of DWM for P (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ r) in σo. P (i) consists of a write
request followed by all the read requests presented between this write request and the next
write request in σo. DWM algorithm first services the write request according to Equation
(3.9). The servicing of the rest of the read requests in P (i) is almost similar to that in P (0).
We define
4(i) = ( ∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))− |N(i)|)(Cc + Cd) (3.15)
where nr(p, i) is the total number of read requests issued by processor p in phase P (i), and
N(i) is the set of processors which are not in the allocation scheme of object o after servicing
the first write request and have issued read requests in P (i). This is the key difference
between Equation (3.10) and Equation (3.15). Thus, as done in P (0), when servicing P (i), if
4(i) > (|N(i)| + |N(i)|Cc), then DWM considers all the first read requests from processors
in N(i) as saving-read requests. Otherwise, DWM will not consider any of the read requests
from processors in N(i) as a saving-read request.
3.2.4 Competitive Analysis of DWM Algorithm
In order to evaluate various on-line algorithms, we need to choose a performance measure that
takes into consideration the on-line nature of the problem. In recent years, it has been shown
that competitive analysis is a powerful tool to analyze the performance of on-line algorithms.
Let COSTALG(σ) be the servicing cost on a request sequence σ using an algorithm ALG.
Formally, an on-line algorithm ALG is said to be c-competitive, if there exist constants c
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(c ≥ 1) and d (d ≥ 0) such that for any request sequence σ,
COSTALG(σ) ≤ c · COSTOPT (σ) + d (3.16)
where COSTOPT (σ) is the cost on σ for an optimal off-line algorithm, denoted by OPT, which
knows the entire request sequence in advance and can serve the requests with a minimum cost.
Further, the factor c is called the competitive ratio of the algorithm ALG and d is an additive
constant. Thus, constants c and d define the radius and the quality, respectively, of the (near-
optimal) solution generated by an on-line algorithm when compared to an optimal off-line
algorithm. Further, when d = 0, the algorithm ALG is said to be strictly competitive.
In this subsection, we shall verify the performance of DWM algorithm using the competi-
tive analysis. We consider an arbitrary request sequence σo = σo(1), σo(2), ..., σo(m), where
σo(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ m) denotes the j-th request in σo. Based on the window mechanism
of DWM algorithm, we know that σo will be essentially partitioned into several phases
P (0), P (1), P (2), ..., P (r). As mentioned earlier, P (0) consists of all the read requests before
the first write request in σo and P (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ r) consists of a write request followed by several
read requests. We assume that the initial allocation scheme of each phase P (i) (0 ≤ i ≤ r)
is IAo(i) when DWM algorithm services σo. Without loss of generality, we assume that
DWM algorithm and an optimal algorithm OPT initially start with the same initial alloca-
tion scheme IAo = IAo(0) = S(o) and both satisfy the t-availability constraint. We first state
two important lemmas associated with the servicing of each phase and then show that DWM
algorithm indeed delivers a competitive ratio of (2 + 2CcCd
) in a SCE.
Lemma 3.1: Given σo with an IAo, COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) ≤ (2+2CcCd )COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
in a SCE.
Proof: Let N(0) be the set of processors which are not in IAo and have issued read requests in
P (0). To analyze the servicing of the read requests in P (0), we need to consider the following
two conditions.
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Condition 1: Referring to Equation (3.10) (Servicing of P (0)), if 4(0) > |N(0)|+ |N(0)|Cc,
then we should consider the first read requests issued by the processors in N(0) as saving-read
requests.
In this case, from Equation (3.8), the first read requests issued by the processors in N(0)
will each incur (2 + Cc + Cd) units of cost. The rest of the read requests are all issued from
data-processors when DWM algorithm services them, and hence, each will incur one unit cost
for I/O operation. Further, as mentioned in Section 3.2.3, we should consider servicing the
expected write request in P (1). If P (1) exists, according to the cost model in Equation (3.9),
control-messages must be transferred to invalidate the redundant replicas in the processors
belonging to N(0) when servicing the write request in P (1). On the other hand, if P (1)
does not exist, which means that P (0) is the last phase of σo, then after servicing P (0), the
DWM algorithm will reset Ao to S(o). Thus, CCU must also send control-messages to all
the processors in N(0) to invalidate the redundant replicas of object o after servicing P (0).
Therefore, in this case, the total cost for DWM algorithm to service the read requests in P (0)
is given by,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) = |N(0)|(2 + Cc + Cd) + (|P (0)| − |N(0)|) + |N(0)|Cc (3.17)
For OPT algorithm, since the processors in N(0) have no replicas of object o in their local
memories, data-massages must be transferred to these processors and incur a total of |N(0)|Cd
units of cost. Further, each read request must incur at least one unit cost for I/O operation.
Hence, the total cost computed by OPT algorithm for servicing P (0) is,
COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) ≥ |N(0)|Cd + |P (0)| (3.18)
Thus, the difference between Equation (3.17) and Equation (3.18) is,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo)− COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
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≤ 2|N(0)|Cc + |N(0)|
≤ |N(0)|Cd + |P (0)|+ 2|N(0)|Cc (since Cc < Cd, |N(0)| ≤ |P (0)|)
≤ COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) + 2Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
Therefore, we obtain,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) (3.19)
Condition 2: Referring to Equation (3.10), if 4(0) ≤ |N(0)| + |N(0)|Cc, then we will not
consider any of the read requests issued by the processors in N(0) as a saving-read request.
In this case, all the read requests issued by the processors in N(0) will each incur (1+Cc+Cd)
units of cost. The other read requests will each incur one unit cost for I/O operation. Further,
no matter whether P (0) is the last phase of σo or not, there is no “invalidate” control-message
sent by CCU in this case. Hence, the total cost for DWM algorithm to service the read requests
in P (0) is given by,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) =
∑
p∈N(0)




For the OPT algorithm, the cost for servicing P (0) is still given by Equation (3.18).
Thus, the difference between Equation (3.20) and Equation (3.18) is,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo)− COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
≤ ( ∑
p∈N(0)
(nr(p, 0))− |N(0)|)(Cc + Cd) + |N(0)|Cc
= 4(0) + |N(0)|Cc
From Condition 2, we obtain,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo)− COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
≤ |N(0)|+ |N(0)|Cc + |N(0)|Cc
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≤ |N(0)|Cd + |P (0)|+ 2|N(0)|Cc (since Cc < Cd, |N(0)| ≤ |P (0)|)
≤ COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) + 2Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
Therefore, we have,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) (3.21)
From Equation (3.19) and Equation (3.21), for both the conditions 1 and 2, it is shown that,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) ≤ (2 + 2CcCd )COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
Hence the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2: Given a σo with an IAo, COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2+2CcCd )COSTOPT (P (i),
IA∗o(i))+K, where 1 ≤ i ≤ r, IA∗o(i) is the initial allocation scheme of object o on P (i) using
the OPT algorithm and K is an additive constant.
Proof: Without loss of generality, let us suppose that the first request in P (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ r)
is W ∗o , where W
∗
o denotes a write request issued from any processor in the system for object
o. According to Equation (3.9), using DWM algorithm, a write request will incur at most
|S(o)|Cd units of cost due to data-messages transferring and (|S(o)| + 1) units of cost for
I/O operations. Additionally, CCU must send control-messages to invalidate the redundant
replicas elsewhere in the system. Since the cost of sending “invalidate” messages to all the
processors in N(i− 1) is already accounted while analyzing P (i− 1) (referring to the analysis
in P (0) and the analysis of the read requests in P (i)(1 ≤ i ≤ r) that will be presented later),
referring to Equation (3.9), we note that the cost to invalidate the redundant copies of object
o is at most Cc (to invalidate the redundant copy in the processor which issued the write
request in P (i − 1) (2 ≤ i ≤ r), if this processor does not belong to S(o)). Therefore, using
DWM algorithm, the cost for servicing the first write request W ∗o in P (i) is given by,
COSTDWM(W
∗
o ) ≤ |S(o)|Cd + (|S(o)|+ 1) + Cc (3.22)
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The rest of the requests in P (i) are all read requests. We define N(i) as the set of processors
which have issued read requests in P (i) and do not belong to Ao after servicing the first write
request W ∗o . To analyze the servicing of the rest read requests in P (i), we must consider two
conditions as follows.
Condition 1: Referring to Equation (3.15) (Servicing of P (i)), if 4(i) > |N(i)|+ |N(i)|Cc,
then we should consider the first read requests issued by the processors in N(i) as saving-read
requests.
In this case, according to Equation (3.8), the first read requests issued by the processors in
N(i) will each incur (2 + Cc + Cd) units of cost, and the rest of the read requests will each
incur one unit cost for I/O operation. Further, as discussed in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we
should consider servicing the expected write request in P (i+1). If P (i+1) exists, according
to the cost model in Equation (3.9), control-messages must be transferred to invalidate the
redundant replicas in the processors belonging to N(i) when servicing the write request in
P (i + 1). As mentioned above, it should be noted that the cost for sending “invalidate”
control-message to the processor issued the write request in P (i), if the processor does not
belong to S(o), is calculated in the analyzing of P (i+1). On the other hand, if P (i+1) does
not exist, which means that P (i) is the last phase of σo, then after servicing P (i), the DWM
algorithm will reset Ao to S(o). In this case, CCU must similarly send control-messages to the
processors in N(i) to invalidate the redundant replicas of object o. Additionally, CCU may
also send such an “invalidate” control-message to the processor which issued the write request
in P (i) if this processor does not belong to S(o). Thus, when P (i) is the last phase of σo, the
number of “invalidate” control-messages sent by CCU is at most (|N(i)| + 1). Therefore, in




th read request in P (i))
≤ |N(i)|(2 + Cc + Cd) + (|P (i)| − |N(i)| − 1) + (|N(i)|+ 1)Cc (3.23)
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It should be noted that as done in Lemma 3.1, the cost to invalidate the replicas in N(i) when
servicing the expected write request in P (i+ 1) is calculated in Equation (3.23). Thus, from
Equation (3.22) and Equation (3.23), the total cost for servicing the requests in P (i) using
DWM algorithm is given by,







th read request in P (i))
≤ (|S(o)|+ |N(i)|)Cd + (2|N(i)|+ 2)Cc + (|P (i)|+ |N(i)|+ |S(o)|) (3.24)
For the OPT algorithm, every read request incur at least one unit for I/O cost. Let N ′(i) be
the set of processors that issue read requests in P (i). There are two cases we need to consider
as follows.
Case A: If |N ′(i)| > t, then the first write request W ∗o in P (i) will incur at least t units
of cost for I/O operations and (t− 1)Cd units of cost for data-message transferring due
to the consideration of the t-availability constraint in the system. Further, there are
at least number of (|N ′(i)| − t) processors which issue read requests in P (i) and are
not in the allocation scheme after the OPT algorithm services the write request W ∗o .
Data-messages must be transferred to these processors. Finally, each read request must
incur at least one unit cost for I/O operation. Hence, the total cost of servicing the
requests in P (i) for the OPT algorithm is given by,
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) ≥ (t− 1)Cd + t+ (|N ′(i)| − t)Cd + (|P (i)| − 1)
= (|N ′(i)| − 1)Cd + t+ (|P (i)| − 1) (3.25)
Thus, the difference between Equation (3.24) and Equation (3.25) is,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
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≤ (t+ |N(i)| − |N ′(i)|+ 1)Cd + (2|N(i)|+ 2)Cc + (|N(i)|+ 1) (since |S(o)| = t)
≤ (|N ′(i)| − 1)Cd + 2(|N ′(i)| − 1)Cc + 2Cd + 4Cc + (|N(i)|+ 1)
(since |N ′(i)| > t, |N ′(i)| ≥ |N(i)|, |P (i)| ≥ |N ′(i)|+ 1)
≤ (|N ′(i)| − 1)Cd + t+ (|P (i)| − 1) + 2(|N ′(i)| − 1)Cc + 2Cd + 4Cc
≤ COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i)) + 2
Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K1
where K1 = (2Cd + 4Cc) is a constant. Therefore, we obtain,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K1 (3.26)
Case B: If |N ′(i)| ≤ t, then the first write request W ∗o will only (at least) incur t units of
cost for I/O operations and (t− 1)Cd units of cost for data-message transferring, since
OPT algorithm can send the object o to all the processors in N ′(i) when servicing the
first write request W ∗o . Hence, the total cost of servicing the requests in P (i) for the
OPT algorithm is given by,
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) ≥ (t− 1)Cd + t+ (|P (i)| − 1) (3.27)
In this case, the difference between Equation (3.24) and Equation (3.27) is,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ (|N(i)|+ 1)Cd + (2|N(i)|+ 2)Cc + |N(i)|+ 1
≤ (t− 1)Cd + t+ (|P (i)| − 1) + 2(t− 1)Cc + 2Cd + 4Cc
(since |N(i)| ≤ |N ′(i)| ≤ t, |P (i)| ≥ |N ′(i)|+ 1)
≤ COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i)) + 2
Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K2
where K2 = (2Cd + 4Cc) is a constant. Therefore, we can obtain that,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K2 (3.28)
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Condition 2: Referring to Equation (3.15)(Servicing of P (i)), if 4(i) ≤ |N(i)| + |N(i)|Cc,
then we will not consider any of the read requests issued by the processors in N(i) as a
saving-read request.
In this case, the servicing of the rest read requests in P (i) using DWM algorithm is similar
to that using SA algorithm. All the read requests issued by the processors in N(i) will each
incur (1+Cc+Cd) units of cost. The other read requests will each incur one unit cost for I/O
operation. Further, if P (i) is the last phase of σo, then due to the requirement of resetting
Ao to S(o), an additional “invalidate” control-message must be sent to the processor which
issued the write request in P (i) if this processor does not belong to S(o). On the other hand,
if P (i+1) exists, since we do not consider any of the read requests issued by the processors in
N(i) as a saving-read request, no control-messages are required to sent to processors in N(i)
when servicing the write request in P (i + 1). Hence, the total cost for servicing P (i) using
DWM algorithm is given by,







th read request in P (i))
≤ |S(o)|Cd + (|S(o)|+ 1) + Cc +
∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))(1 + Cc + Cd)
+(|P (i)| − ∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))− 1) + Cc (3.29)
For the optimal algorithm, we still consider two cases as before.
Case A: If |N ′(i)| > t, then the total cost for servicing P (i) using the OPT algorithm is
the same as Equation (3.25).
Thus, the difference between Equation (3.29) and Equation (3.25) is,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
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≤ ( ∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))− |N ′(i)|+ |S(o)|+ 1)Cd + (
∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i)) + 2)Cc + 1
≤ |S(o)|Cd + (
∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))− |N(i)|)(Cc + Cd) + (|N(i)|+ 2)Cc + Cd + 1
≤ |S(o)|Cd +4(i) + (|N(i)|+ 2)Cc + Cd + 1
Using Condition 2, we obtain,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ |S(o)|Cd + 2|N(i)|Cc + |N(i)|+ Cd + 2Cc + 1
≤ (|N ′(i)| − 1)Cd + t+ (|P (i)| − 1) + 2(|N ′(i)| − 1)Cc + 2Cd + 4Cc
(since |N ′(i)| > t, |N ′(i)| ≥ |N(i)|, |P (i)| ≥ |N ′(i)|+ 1)
≤ COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i)) + 2
Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K3
where K3 = (2Cd + 4Cc) is a constant. Therefore, we have,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K3 (3.30)
Case B: If |N ′(i)| ≤ t, then the total cost of servicing P (i) for the OPT algorithm is the
same as Equation (3.27).
Thus, the difference between Equation (3.29) and Equation (3.27) is,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ ∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))(Cc + Cd) + Cd + 2Cc + 1
= 4(i) + |N(i)|(Cc + Cd) + Cd + 2Cc + 1
Using Condition 2, we can obtain,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ |N(i)|Cd + 2|N(i)|Cc + |N(i)|+ Cd + 2Cc + 1
≤ (t− 1)Cd + t+ (|P (i)| − 1) + 2(t− 1)Cc + 2Cd + 4Cc
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( since |N(i)| ≤ |N ′(i)| ≤ t, |P (i)| ≥ |N ′(i)|+ 1)
≤ COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i)) + 2
Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K4
where K4 = (2Cd + 4Cc) is a constant. Therefore, we have,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K4 (3.31)
From Equation (3.26), Equation (3.28), Equation (3.30) and Equation (3.31), the result of
Lemma 3.2 is immediate.
Now we state the following theorem to show the performance of DWM algorithm in a SCE.
Theorem 3.1: For any integer t ≥ 1, DWM algorithm is (2 + 2CcCd )-competitive in a SCE.
Proof: The proof is directly evident from the results of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. From Lemma










(COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i))) +K
= (2 + 2
Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (σo, IAo) +K (3.32)
where IA∗o(i) is the initial allocation scheme of object o on P (i) after servicing the last request
in P (i − 1) using the OPT algorithm, IA∗o(0) = IAo and K = r(2Cd + 4Cc) is an additive
constant. Hence the proof.
In [73], the SA and DA algorithm were proved to be (1 +Cc +Cd) and (2 +Cc) competitive,
respectively. In Figure 3.5, we summarize the results of performance comparison of DWM,
DA, and SA algorithm with respect to competitive ratio.
From Figure 3.5, we can observe that when Cd > 2, DWM algorithm is superior and when
1 < Cd < 2, DA algorithm is superior. The area marked as “unrealistic” is because of our
assumption that Cd > Cc > 1. It may be noted that although SA algorithm does not show



















Figure 3.5: Competitive ratio comparison of DWM, DA, and SA algorithm in the SCE
its superiority in terms of competitive ratio, it always maintains a fixed allocation scheme for
each object. Hence, the average cost of servicing a write request is minimized when the t-
availability constraint is considered. Therefore, in a write-intensive DDBS, the SA algorithm
may show better cost performance as the object allocation and replication scheme. We will
further discuss this issue in Chapter 5, where we implement the SA, DA and ADRW algorithm
(to be presented in the next section) in the SCE.
3.3 ADRW Algorithm
DWM algorithm is designed for distributed systems with centralized control. Some of the
primary issues in OMP of a centralized control system are in realizing efficient concurrency
and security control mechanisms. Such concurrency control and security control mechanisms
are assumed to be easily taken care by the CCU. In fact, it is intuitively clear that since
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the control is exercised at one place, it is rather fairly simple to realize the design of DWM
algorithm. In DWM algorithm, CCU is fully aware of the allocation and replication scheme
of every object in the system. Depending on the arrival of request patterns, CCU can dy-
namically adjust the object allocation schemes so as to minimize the total servicing cost of
all the requests. However, as mentioned earlier, the system reliability of a DDBS with cen-
tralized control is lower as there is a single point (CCU) failure. Thus, applicability of DWM
is particularly recommended for small-scale systems wherein control and failures can be eas-
ily monitored. For large-scale systems where single point failure cannot be tolerable, DWM
algorithm seems to be inefficient. Thus in this section, we present a new object allocation
and replication algorithm, referred to as Adaptive Distributed Request Window (ADRW) algo-
rithm, that is designed for a DDBS with decentralized control mechanism (without CCU) to
improve the system reliability. In practice, the design of such a decentralized algorithm must
provide the flexibility for the requests to be submitted to any processor ( There is an inherent
concurrency control mechanism in each processor.) for processing (servicing) in a distributed
system. Thus, the processing of requests is distributed in the system. The design of ADRW
algorithm allows this feature. This can circumvent the requirements of demanding processing
capacity and reliability/fault-tolerance at a single point in the system, like the CCU in the
case of centralized control systems. Further, ADRW algorithm involves a distributed request
window mechanism in each processor. Based on the local (historical) information, the win-
dow mechanism will arrive at a decision on whether a processor should enter or exit an object
allocation scheme to minimize the total servicing cost of future expected requests. Since
the decisions are distributed in the system, the communication of “invalidate” messages to
the processors can be avoided in ADRW algorithm. We will further describe the distributed
request window mechanism following the cost model of ADRW.
Furthermore, in ADRW algorithm, we still assume that for every object o, the initial allocation
scheme is given by a fixed server set S(o) (|S(o)| = t) which is the t-availability constraint
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in ADRW algorithm. It should be noted that for different objects, the initial allocation
schemes may be different. Without loss of generality, we assume that each processor knows
the server set of every object in the system and each processor, which is not a server, knows
the “nearest” server of an object in the system. The nearest server can be predefined by
some system parameters such as processor ID. Additionally, the nearest server is fixed for a
processor, as the server set is fixed. Further, in each processor, we suppose that the status
of an object o whether it is in its local memory or not is indicated by either a “1” or a “0”
value.
3.3.1 Cost Model
We now present the cost model of ADRW algorithm to compute the cost of servicing a read
request or a write request.
Case A (Read request): Consider servicing a read request Rpio and let Ao be the allocation





1 if pi ∈ Ao
1 + Cc + Cd if pi 6∈ Ao and Rpio is not a saving-read request
2 + Cc + Cd if pi 6∈ Ao and Rpio is a saving-read request
(3.33)
The cost model in Equation (3.33) for servicing a read request is similar to that in Equation
(3.8). If pi ∈ Ao, then the request is satisfied locally. On the other hand, if pi 6∈ Ao,
then pi will send the read request to its nearest server pj ∈ S(o). After receiving the read
request, pj retrieves object o and sends it to pi. It should be noted that in ADRW algorithm,
only the servers of an object o can receive requests from remote processors to read object
o. The difference between these two cost models in Equation (3.33) and Equation (3.8) is as
follows. In DWM algorithm, whether a read request from a non-data-processor is a saving-
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read request or not is decided by CCU to minimize the total servicing cost of the request
sequence in a phase. However, in ADRW algorithm, this decision is made by pj based on the
distributed request window mechanism to minimize the total servicing cost of future expected
read requests.
Once server pj decides that request R
pi
o is a saving-read request, pj will add processor pi
into its data-processor list, which is a list-based data structure and denoted as data list(o).
Accordingly, pi will change its respective status to 1, since pi is now a data-processor. The key
idea behind the operation of adding a data-processor to the data list(o) is that when servicing
a following write request for the object o, servers of object o can simply send data-messages
to the processors in their respective data list(o) to ensure the object consistency. We will
further describe this in Case B as follows.
Case B (Write request): Consider servicing a write request W pio with an allocation scheme
Ao on this request. Let A
′
o be the allocation scheme after servicing this request. Then, the





(|Ao| − 1)Cd + |A′o| if pi ∈ Ao
|Ao|Cd + |A′o| otherwise
(3.34)
In order to maintain the object consistency, whenever ADRW algorithm services a write
request W pio , if pi ∈ Ao, then object o will be transferred to all the data-processors in Ao
other than pi, incurring (|Ao| − 1)Cd units of cost. Whereas, if pi 6∈ Ao, then object o will be
transferred to all the data-processors in Ao, incurring (|Ao|)Cd units of cost. Theoretically,
we describe the transferring operation as follows. Firstly, pi sends the new version to all
the servers in S(o). After receiving the new version of object o, all the servers propagate
the new version to the processors in their respective data list(o). Finally, according to the
distributed request window mechanism, some data-processors in Ao, which are not the servers
in So, may exit the allocation scheme to minimize the total servicing cost of future expected
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write requests. Only those processors in A′o save the new version into their respective local
memories, incurring |A′o| units of I/O cost. Thus, it may be noted that A′o ⊆ Ao in this case.
3.3.2 Distributed Request Window Mechanism
As claimed above, ADRW algorithm can dynamically adjust the allocation scheme of an
object o by using a distributed request window mechanism. The objective is to minimize the
total servicing cost of future expected requests. We now describe this distributed request
window mechanism in detail.
We assume that the initial allocation scheme of an object o is S(o). As explained in the cost
model (Equation (3.33)), when a non-data-processor pi needs to read an object o, it will send
a read request Rpio to its nearest server pj in S(o). After receiving the read request, pj will
create a request window Win(o, pi) for processor pi unless Win(o, pi) already exists. It then
inserts Rpio into Win(o, pi). Win(o, pi) is a FIFO type window with size k bits (k ≥ 1, the
influence of the value of k on the system performance will be further discussed in Chapter
5) to track the latest relevant k requests (an entry 0 in a bit represents a read request and 1
represents a write request). We assume that the initial values of the k bits are all set to 1.
The main objective for using this request window is that based on the number of read/write
requests in Win(o, pi), denoted as Nr and Nw respectively, ADRW algorithm in server pj will
decide whether or not processor pi should enter Ao to minimize the servicing cost of future
expected read requests. Furthermore, according to the cost model, we know that the read
requests for object o issued from server pj and the write requests for object o issued from pi do
not influence pj to make the decision mentioned above. This is due to the fact that the cost
of servicing such requests is identical, regardless of whether or not pi has a replica of object
o in its local memory. Therefore, the relevant requests that can be inserted into Win(o, pi)
are the read requests for object o issued from pi or the write requests for object o issued from
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processors other than pi.
As explained before, since pi is a non-data-processor, each read request R
pi
o will incur (1 +
Cc + Cd) units of cost and any write requests for object o will not be propagated to pi,
incurring a zero cost. On the other hand, if we assume that pi is a data-processor, then
each read request Rpio will be satisfied locally, incurring only 1 unit cost for I/O operation.
However, each write request inWin(o, pi) must be propagated to pi and hence pi must update
the copy of object o in its local memory, incurring (1 + Cd) units of cost. Therefore, in
server pj, upon inserting a relevant request into Win(o, pi), if ADRW algorithm finds that
(1 + Cc + Cd)Nr ≥ Nr + (1 + Cd)Nw, i.e.,
(Cc + Cd)Nr ≥ (1 + Cd)Nw (3.35)
then pj would consider pi as a read-intensive node. Thus, pj will indicate pi to enter Ao and
add pi into its data list(o). Finally, pj transfers Win(o, pi) to pi to continue tracking the
relevant requests. We refer to this process as Test-and-Enter (TEN) policy. The pseudocode
in Table 3.3 presents the TEN policy of the distributed request window mechanism in server
pj for object o. We assume that the arriving request Req is issued from pi for object o.
It should be noted that although a write request issued from pi does not affect ADRW algo-
rithm to decide whether or not pi should enter Ao, it will indeed influence the decisions by pj
for other non-data-processors. Therefore, in Table 3.3, when Req is a write request it will be
inserted into all the existing request windows in pj other than Win(o, pi). Figure 3.6 shows
the illustration of how a non-data-processor enters the allocation scheme using the distributed
request window mechanism.
From the above description, we know that the TEN policy is executed in the servers of an
object. Furthermore, there is another operation called Test-and-Exit (TEX) policy, which is
executed in a data-processor, but not a server, of an object o. We assume that there is a
data-processor of object o, say pi (pi 6∈ S(o)), and its nearest server in S(o) is pj. From the
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Table 3.3: Test-and-Enter (TEN) policy
Test-and-Enter();
If (Req is a read request) /* Rpio */
{If(pi == pj) /* The read request Req is issued from pj itself */
{Exit;} /*satisfy Req locally*/
Else /*pi 6= pj, pi must be a non-data-processor */
{If (Req is the first read request from pi)
{Generate an initial Win(o, pi);}
Insert 0 into Win(o, pi);
If ((Cc + Cd)Nr ≥ (1 + Cd)Nw) /* implying read-intensive */
{Indicate pi to enter Ao;
Add processor pi into data list(o);
Transfer Win(o, pi) to pi;
Delete Win(o, pi) in pj;





Else /*Req is a write request for object o */
{Insert 1 into all existing request windows for object o in pj,
except Win(o, pi), if it exists
}
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the TEN policy in server pj for a non-data-processor pi
working style of TEN policy, we know that there must be a Win(o, pi) in pi. Similarly, in this
case, the relevant requests (those that can be inserted into Win(o, pi)) are the read requests
issued from pi for object o or the write requests for object o propagated from pj.
As mentioned above, since pi is a data-processor, each read request R
pi
o will be satisfied locally,
incurring only 1 unit cost for I/O operation. Furthermore, all the write requests for object
o issued from any other processors must be propagated to pi by server pj to maintain the
object consistency, which will incur (1 + Cd) units of cost for each propagation. On the
other hand, if we assume that pi is a non-data-processor, then each read request R
pi
o will
incur (1 + Cc + Cd) units of cost. However, each write request mentioned above will not be
propagated to pi, incurring zero cost. Therefore, whenever pi inserts a relevant request into
Win(o, pi), if ADRW algorithm finds that Nr + (1 + Cd)Nw > (1 + Cc + Cd)Nr, i.e.,
(Cc + Cd)Nr < (1 + Cd)Nw (3.36)
then pi would consider that the system is a write-intensive network. Thus, pi will decide to
exit Ao and indicate pj to delete it from the data list(o) in pj. Finally, pi transfers Win(o, pi)
to pj to continue tracking the relevant requests. Theoretically, the pseudocode in Table 3.4
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presents the TEX policy of the distributed request window mechanism in data-processor pi
when a request Req arrives.
Table 3.4: Test-and-Exit (TEX) policy
Test-and-Exit();
If (Req is a read request) /* It must be issued by pi */
{Insert 0 into Win(o, pi);}/*satisfy Req locally*/
Else /*Req is a write request*/
{If (Req is issued by pi) {Send the write request to pj;}
Else /* Req is propagated from pj */
{Insert 1 into Win(o, pi);
If ((Cc + Cd)Nr < (1 + Cd)Nw)
{Indicate pj to delete it from data list(o);
Transfer Win(o, pi) to pj;
Delete Win(o, pi) in pi;
Deletes object o from its local memory;




Figure 3.7 shows the illustration of how a data-processor (not server) exits the allocation
scheme under the distributed request window mechanism.
We recall that for different objects, the server sets may be different. For example, a processor
pi is a server of an object o. It may also be a data-processor of object o1 (pi 6∈ S(o1)).
Therefore, it should be noted that the TEN policy and TEX policy may be carried out
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of the TEX policy in a data-processor pi
simultaneously in a processor for different objects.
3.3.3 Competitive Analysis of ADRW Algorithm
In this subsection, using a new Phase Partition technique, Heuristic 2, we state and prove









-competitive in a SCE.










competitive in SCE, where k (k ≥ 1) is the size of a request window.
Proof: Consider an object o with its server set S(o). Suppose that there is a non-data-
processor pi and its nearest server in S(o) is pj. As explained before, we observe that the
request window Win(o, pi) will track all the relevant requests between pi and pj, no matter
Win(o, pi) is in pj or pi. It should be noted that for each of the read requests issued from
servers, the servicing cost using ADRW algorithm is always 1 unit, whereas the servicing
cost using an optimal off-line algorithm OPT, which knows the whole read/write request
patterns, is at least 1 unit. Thus this does not affect the competitive ratio of our analysis.
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Therefore, in our analysis, it is sufficient to consider an arbitrary request sequence σo =
σo(1), σo(2), ..., σo(m), which consists of only the relevant requests between pi and pj for object
o. Without loss of generality, we assume that ADRW algorithm and an optimal algorithm
OPT, which also satisfies the t-availability constraint, initially start with the same allocation
scheme of object o, i.e., S(o).
Phase Partition – Heuristic 2
We now introduce the Phase Partition technique Heuristic 2. As shown in Figure 3.8, using
Heuristic 2, we partition σo into several request phases, P (0), P (1), P (2), ..., P (r), such
that each phase consists of either only read requests or only write requests, denoted by read
sub-sequence(RSS) and write sub-sequence(WSS), respectively. A RSS consists of all the























Figure 3.8: Illustration of Phase Partition technique – Heuristic 2
consecutive read requests in σo, and a WSS consists of all the consecutive write requests

























o > and P (2) =< Rpio R
pi
o >. Further, we assume that the number of
read requests, each of which immediately follows a write request in σo, is Nraw. This implies
that the number of RSS and the number of WSS in σo are at most (Nraw + 1), respectively.
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Analysis of RSS
We now analyze the cost to service a RSS P (i) using ADRW algorithm. Based on the cost
model in Equation (3.33), we know that if pi is a data-processor (not a server, and in this
case, Win(o, pi) is in pi), then all the read requests in P (i) will be satisfied locally, incurring
only I/O cost, i.e.,
COSTADRW (P (i)) = |P (i)| (3.37)
On the other hand, if pi is a non-data-processor (in this case, Win(o, pi) is in server pj), then
each read request in P (i) will incur (1+Cc+Cd) units of cost. However, from Equation (3.35)
and the condition that Nr +Nw = k, we can obtain that when,
Nr ≥ 1 + Cd
1 + Cc + 2Cd
k (3.38)
using the distributed request window mechanism, after the first d 1+Cd
1+Cc+2Cd
ke read requests in
P (i), pi will enter the allocation scheme Ao and become a data-processor. Thus, in this case,
the total servicing cost is,
COSTADRW (P (i)) = d 1 + Cd
1 + Cc + 2Cd
ke(Cc + Cd) + 1 + |P (i)| (3.39)
where each of the first (d 1+Cd
1+Cc+2Cd
ke − 1) read requests will incur (1 + Cc +Cd) units of cost,
the (d 1+Cd
1+Cc+2Cd
ke)-th read request will incur (2+Cc+Cd) units of cost (a saving-read request)
and the rest of the requests will incur only I/O cost in pi.
Therefore, from Equation (3.37) and Equation (3.39), we can obtain that,
COSTADRW (P (i)) ≤ d 1 + Cd
1 + Cc + 2Cd
ke(Cc + Cd) + 1 + |P (i)| (3.40)
Analysis of WSS
Similarly, we will now analyze the cost to service a WSS P (j) using ADRW algorithm. Ac-
cording to the cost model in Equation (3.34), if pi is a non-data-processor, then all the write
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requests in P (j) will incur zero cost in pi. On the other hand, if pi is a data-processor, then
each write request in P (j) should be propagated to pi. However, from Equation (3.36) and
the condition that Nr +Nw = k, we can obtain that when,
Nw >
Cc + Cd
1 + Cc + 2Cd
k (3.41)
using the distributed request window mechanism, after the first d Cc+Cd
1+Cc+2Cd
ke write requests
in P (j), pi will exit the allocation scheme Ao and become a non-data-processor. Thus, in this
case, the total servicing cost in pi is,
COSTADRW (P (j)) = d Cc + Cd
1 + Cc + 2Cd
ke(1 + Cd)− 1 (3.42)
where each of the first (d Cc+Cd
1+Cc+2Cd
ke − 1) write requests will incur (1 + Cd) units of cost in
pi, and the (d Cc+Cd1+Cc+2Cdke)-th write request will incur Cd units of cost to propagate the new
version to pi (pi does not save it). The rest of the write requests will not be propagated to pi
and incur zero cost in pi.
Furthermore, it should be noted that it will incur at most Cd units of cost for a processor to
send a write request in P (j) to pj (if the write request is issued by pj, then it will not cause
the data-message transferring cost in pj). In addition, pj must save the new version into its
local memory. Thus, the total servicing cost on P (j) in pj is,
COSTADRW (P (j)) ≤ |P (j)|(1 + Cd) (3.43)
Therefore, from Equation (3.42) and Equation (3.43), we can obtain that the total servicing
cost of all the write requests in P (j) incurred in pi and pj is given by,
COSTADRW (P (j)) ≤ d Cc + Cd
1 + Cc + 2Cd
ke(1 + Cd)− 1 + |P (j)|(1 + Cd) (3.44)
Finally, from Equation (3.40) and Equation (3.44), the total servicing cost on σo by using




{COSTADRW (P (i)), P (i) is a RSS}




{COSTADRW (P (j)), P (j) is a WSS}
≤ (Nraw + 1)
[
d 1 + Cd
1 + Cc + 2Cd
ke(Cc + Cd) + d Cc + Cd






{|P (i)|, P (i) is a RSS}+∑
j
{|P (j)|(1 + Cd), P (j) is a WSS} (3.45)
Now we consider the servicing of σo by the OPT algorithm. It can be observed that at
least Nraw number of data-messages must be transferred to service σo by OPT, incurring
NrawCd units of cost. Furthermore, each read request in σo must incur at least 1 unit cost
for I/O operation. According to the cost model in Equation (3.34), we know that each write
request for object o from the system will incur at most (1+Cd) units of cost in each server of
object o (|S(o)| = t). Similarly, for the OPT algorithm, in order to satisfy the t-availability
constraint, each write request must also be transferred to at least number of (t−1) processors.
Further, upon receiving the write request, these processors will save the new version into their
respective local memories, which implies that using the OPT algorithm, each write request
will incur at least [(t− 1)Cd + t] units of cost. Thus, although the processor set to which the
new version of object o (due to a write request) is transferred using the OPT algorithm may
be different from the server set S(o) in ADRW algorithm, we can simply consider that the
cost incurred in each server (belonging to S(o), including pj) by using the OPT algorithm to
service a write request in σo is [
(t−1)Cd+t
t
] units. Further, it should be noted that for the last
write request in each WSS P (j), the cost incurred in each server by using the OPT algorithm
may be [ (t−2)Cd
t
] units or 0 (if t = 1), as the data-message transferring to pi is already taken
into account in the part NrawCd mentioned above. Thus, for the OPT algorithm, the total
servicing cost of σo incurred in pi and pj is given by,
COSTOPT (σo) ≥ NrawCd +
∑
i









{|P (j)|, P (j) is a WSS} − Cd
t
Nraw (3.46)
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The difference between Equation (3.45) and Equation (3.46) is,
COSTADRW (σo)− COSTOPT (σo)
≤ (Nraw + 1)
[
d 1 + Cd
1 + Cc + 2Cd
ke(Cc + Cd) + d Cc + Cd







{|P (j)|, P (j) is a WSS}+ Cd
t
Nraw






















{|P (j)|, P (j) is a WSS}+ Cd
t
Nraw












COSTOPT (σo) + [(Cd + Cc)k + 1 + Cc + 2Cd]
(3.47)










competitive, and hence the proof.
We rewrite the competitive ratio, denoted as RSCE, in Theorem 3.2 as follows.
RSCE = k + 2 + (1 + Cc + kCc)/Cd + Cd/t (3.48)
Furthermore, in the network system, it is reasonable to assume that the cost of a control





2(1 + Cc + kCc)
Cd












t(1 + Cc + kCc) (3.50)
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3.3.4 Failure and Recovery
Reliability and availability properties have become increasingly important in designing a
DDBS, which make it more challenging to develop a fault tolerant data allocation and repli-
cation algorithm. There are several types of failures in a DDBS, e.g., Crash failure, Timing
failure, Response failure [3, 66, 69], etc, to quote a few. In this subsection, we will discuss on
how the ADRW algorithm can handle Timing failures in the system. A Timing failure occurs
when the response of a request lies outside a specified time interval.
In our system, a failure may occur at a non-data processor, at a data processor(not server),
or a server of an object o. When a non-data processor fails, the execution of read or write
requests for object o at the other nodes will not be affected based on our request window
mechanism.
When a data processor pi (pi 6∈ S(o)) fails, the failure can be detected by the nearest server
pj in S(o) when pj propagates a write request to pi. If pj does not get a response from pi
within a predefined time threshold, then pj considers pi is failed, and deletes pi from its data
processor lists.
If a server pj (pj ∈ S(o)) fails, then any read request or write request for object o that should
be serviced by pj will not get a response. Suppose that a processor pi detects the failure, it
will broadcast the failure to all the nodes in the system. In order to maintain the t-availability
constraint, upon receiving the failure, all the data processors (not servers) of object o will
vote a node which has the most read requests in its current request window for object o as
the new server. Furthermore, each node in the system will update the server set S(o), and all
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the non-server nodes must determine their nearest servers in the current server set.
Finally, when a node pi recovers from failure, pi will broadcast the recovery to all the nodes in
the system, and pi, initially, is considered as a non-data processor for all the objects existing
in the system. The nearest servers for objects will be determined by pi itself based on the
acknowledgements (e.g., response time, server flag, etc.) from other nodes.
3.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we considered the OMP in DDBSs which support SCEs. For servicing re-
quests that arrive at a DDBS, we have presented two dynamic object allocation and repli-
cation algorithms – DWM algorithm and ADRW algorithm. Both of these two algorithms
can adapt the arriving read/write request patterns and thrive to satisfy the t-availability
constraint to improve the object availability and system reliability. Based on different condi-
tions, these two dynamic algorithms were carefully designed to adjust the object allocation
schemes so as to minimize the total servicing cost of current request sequence (DWM) or
future expected request sequence (ADRW). For each of these two algorithms, we first pro-
posed a mathematical cost model that considers the I/O operation, control-message transfer
and data-message transfer associated with processing a request, and then using competitive
analysis, we proved that in SCEs, DWM algorithm is (2 + 2CcCd
)-competitive and ADRW al-






]-competitive, respectively. We also discussed the failure
and recovery issues of ADRW algorithm. Further, for both of the proposed algorithms, there
is a dedicated request window to handle the requests for each object. There are no recursive
processes in the design of the request window mechanisms. Therefore, the time complexity of
the proposed algorithms must be proportional to the size of the request windows, e.g., O(τ)
for DWM algorithm and O(k) for ADRW algorithm, where τ and k are the size of a request
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window in DWM and ADRW algorithm, respectively. Lastly, it may be noted that although
DWM algorithm is essentially designed for a DDBS with a centralized control unit (CCU),
we can extend the basic concept to handle requests in a DDBS with decentralized controls,
especially to handle real-time requests in a RTDDBS. We will present this extension in the
next chapter, where we focus on OMP in the application domains of MCEs.
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Chapter 4
Object Management in Mobile
Computing Environments
Mobile devices such as laptops, cellular phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), have re-
cently been of immense use and particularly started getting considerable attention in database
systems. Mobile users on the MHs (mobile hosts or mobile devices) may interact with a
database system in retrieving objects. Hence, a DDBS is expected to support a computer
network comprising a number of MHs. As discussed in Chapter 1, due to the mobility and
disconnection of MHs, it is important for a DDBS in a MCE to provide a continuous network
connectivity to the MHs regardless of their locations [4, 30]. Additionally, it is very well known
that the wireless network bandwidth availability is very limited and hence object management
in a MCE poses many challenges to the database designers. Thus, in this chapter, we address
the issues of OMP in MCEs.
Similar to a SCE, in order to maximize the system performance of a wireless network, objects
may be replicated on the mobile/wireless network to minimize the average request wait-
ing/response time, the request blocking probability, or the cumulative servicing cost of all
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the requests arriving. Generally, servicing a read/write request in a MCE may incur all the
three types of cost (control-message transfer cost, data-message transfer cost, and I/O cost)
introduced earlier. However, as mentioned in Chapter 2, since the bandwidth of wireless
communication links in a MCE is very limited, the transfer of data-messages and control-
messages over wireless networks incurs very high cost when compared to I/O cost. Therefore,
we consider Cio = 0 in a MCE.
In this chapter, we again consider the dynamic on-line algorithms DWM and ADRW pre-
sented in Chapter 3 and we will discuss on how these algorithms can be adopted in MCEs.
As a first step, we modify the cost models of these two algorithms to consider only the
communication cost and then use competitive analysis to quantify their performance. Fur-
thermore, we also modify the DWM algorithm to a new object allocation and replication
algorithm that satisfies the requirement of a RTDDBS, referred to as Real-time Decentralized
Dynamic Window Mechanism (RDDWM) algorithm. RDDWM algorithm also guarantees the
t-availability constraint of an object and is capable of servicing requests with hard deadlines.
Similarly, competitive analysis is used to quantify the performance of RDDWM algorithm
under two different extreme conditions, i.e., when the deadline periods of all the requests are
sufficiently long and when the deadline periods of all the requests are very short. We also
conduct a simulation study to capture the performance of RDDWM algorithm under various
conditions.
4.1 DWM Algorithm in MCEs
In this section, we extend our analysis of DWM algorithm to the case of MCE. As mentioned
above, we consider Cio = 0 in a MCE. Thus, given a σo, we modify the cost model for servicing
a request as follows.
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4.1.1 Cost Model
Case A (Read request): Consider a read request Rpio , and let Ao be the allocation scheme of





0 if pi ∈ Ao
Cc + Cd otherwise
(4.1)
When compared to Equation (3.8), in a MCE we observe that if pi ∈ Ao, then object o is
simply retrieved from its local memory. This will involve only I/O operation which incurs
zero cost as per our assumption in a MCE. On the other hand, if pi 6∈ Ao, then no matter
whether DWM algorithm decides this read request to be a saving-read request or not, the
entire process will only incur (Cc + Cd) units of cost.
Case B (Write request): Consider a write request W pio . Let Ao be the allocation scheme of






(|S(o)| − 1)Cd + |Ao − A′o|Cc if pi ∈ S(o)
|S(o)|Cd + |Ao − A′o|Cc otherwise
(4.2)
The cost model for DWM algorithm to serve a write request is almost the same as that in
Equation (3.9) except the fact that Cio = 0 in this case.
4.1.2 Servicing of Phases
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, using the window mechanism of DWM algorithm, a request
sequence σo will be essentially partitioned into several phases P (0), P (1), ..., P (r), where P (0)
consists of all the read requests before the first write request in σo, and P (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ r)
consists of a write request followed by all the read requests presented between this write
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request and the next write request in σo. Using the above cost model, the conditions for
DWM algorithm to consider a read request as a saving-read request in a MCE are as follows.
Referring to the definition of 4(0) in Equation (3.10), in a MCE, when servicing phase P (0)
of σo, if 4(0) > (|N(0)|Cc), then DWM considers the first read requests from each of the
processors in N(0) as saving-read requests. Otherwise, if4(0) ≤ (|N(0)|Cc), DWM algorithm
will not consider any of the read requests from processors in N(0) as a saving-read request.
It may be noted that N(0) refers to the set of processors that have issued read requests
in P (0) but do not belong to the initial allocation scheme. Similarly, when servicing phase
P (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ r) in σo, referring to Equation (3.15), if 4(i) > (|N(i)|Cc), then DWM
considers the first read requests from each of the processors in N(i) as saving-read requests.
Otherwise, if 4(i) ≤ (|N(i)|Cc), DWM algorithm will not consider any of the read requests
from processors in N(i) as a saving-read request. Note that N(i) refers to the set of processors
that have issued read requests in P (i) and do not belong to Ao after servicing the first write
request W ∗o in P (i).
4.1.3 Competitive Analysis of DWM Algorithm
With the above cost models in Equation (4.1) and Equation (4.2) for servicing read/write
requests, as well as the conditions for deciding a saving-read request (refer to Section 4.1.2), in
this subsection, we use competitive analysis to quantify the performance of DWM algorithm in
a MCE. We consider an arbitrary request sequence for object o, σo = σo(1), σo(2), ..., σo(m),
where σo(j) (1 ≤ j ≤ m) denotes the j-th request in σo. Based on the window mecha-
nism of DWM algorithm, we know that σo will be essentially partitioned into several phases
P (0), P (1), P (2), ..., P (r) (refer to Section 3.2.2). Further, we assume that the initial allo-
cation scheme of each phase P (i) (0 ≤ i ≤ r) is IAo(i) when DWM algorithm services σo.
Without loss of generality, we assume that DWM algorithm and an optimal algorithm OPT
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(which also satisfies the t-availability constraint) initially start with the same initial allocation
scheme IAo = IAo(0) = S(o). Similar to the competitive analysis of DWM algorithm in a
SCE, we first state two important lemmas associated with the servicing of each phase and
then show that DWM algorithm is (2 + 2CcCd
)-competitive in a MCE.
Lemma 4.1: Given σo with an IAo, COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) ≤ (2+2CcCd )COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
in a MCE.
Proof: Let N(0) be the set of processors which are not in IAo and have issued read requests in
P (0). To analyze the servicing of the read requests in P (0), we need to consider the following
two conditions to be analyzed.
Condition 1: Referring to Section 4.1.2, if 4(0) > |N(0)|Cc, then we should consider the
first read requests issued by the processors in N(0) as saving-read requests.
In this case, using the cost model in Equation (4.1) and referring to Equation (3.17), the total
cost for DWM algorithm to service the read requests in P (0) is given by,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) = |N(0)|(Cc + Cd) + |N(0)|Cc (4.3)
For the OPT algorithm, referring to Equation (3.18), when I/O operation incurs zero unit
cost, the total cost computed by the OPT algorithm for servicing P (0) is,
COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) ≥ |N(0)|Cd (4.4)
Thus, the difference between Equation (4.3) and Equation (4.4) is,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo)− COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
≤ 2|N(0)|Cc
≤ |N(0)|Cd + 2|N(0)|Cc
≤ COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) + 2Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
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Alternatively,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) (4.5)
Condition 2: Referring to Section 4.1.2, if 4(0) ≤ |N(0)|Cc, then we will not consider any
of the read requests issued by the processors in N(0) as a saving-read request.
In this case, using the cost model in Equation (4.1) and referring to Equation (3.20), the total
cost for DWM algorithm to service the read requests in P (0) is given by,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) =
∑
p∈N(0)
(nr(p, 0))(Cc + Cd) (4.6)
For the OPT algorithm, the cost for servicing P (0) is still given by Equation (4.4). Thus, the
difference between Equation (4.6) and Equation (4.4) is,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo)− COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
≤ ( ∑
p∈N(0)
(nr(p, 0))− |N(0)|)(Cc + Cd) + |N(0)Cc
From Condition 2, we obtain,
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo)− COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
≤ |N(0)|Cc + |N(0)Cc
≤ COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) + 2Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
Therefore, in this case, we have
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (0), IAo) (4.7)
Thus, from Equation (4.5) and Equation (4.7), for both the Conditions 1 and 2, it is shown
that
COSTDWM(P (0), IAo) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (0), IAo)
Hence the proof of Lemma 4.1.
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Lemma 4.2: Given a σo with an IAo, COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2+2CcCd )COSTOPT (P (i),
IA∗o(i))+K in a MCE, where 1 ≤ i ≤ r, IA∗o(i) is the initial allocation scheme of object o on
P (i) using the OPT algorithm and K is an additive constant.
Proof: As done in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we suppose that the first request in P (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ r)
is W ∗o , where W
∗
o denotes a write request issued from any processor in the system for object
o. According to Equation (3.22) and the modified cost model in Equation (4.2), using DWM
algorithm, the cost for servicing the first write request W ∗o in P (i) is given by,
COSTDWM(W
∗
o ) ≤ |S(o)|Cd + Cc (4.8)
The rest of the requests in P (i) are all read requests. We define N(i) as the set of processors
which have issued read requests in P (i) and do not belong to Ao after servicing the first write
request W ∗o . To analyze the servicing of the rest read requests in P (i), we must consider two
conditions as follows.
Condition 1: Referring to Section 4.1.2, if 4(i) > |N(i)|Cc, then we should consider the
first read requests issued by the processors in N(i) as saving-read requests.
In this case, referring to Equation (3.24), in a MCE, the total cost to serve the requests in
P (i) for DWM algorithm is given by,







th read request in P (i))
≤ (|S(o)|+ |N(i)|)Cd + (2|N(i)|+ 2)Cc (4.9)
For the OPT algorithm, there are also two cases we need to consider as follows. Let N ′(i) be
the set of processors that issue read requests in P (i).
Case A: If |N ′(i)| > t, then referring to Equation (3.25), in a MCE, the total cost of
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servicing the requests in P (i) for the OPT algorithm is given by,
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) ≥ (|N ′(i)| − 1)Cd (4.10)
Thus, the difference Equation (4.9) and Equation (4.10) is,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ (t+ |N(i)| − |N ′(i)|+ 1)Cd + (2|N(i)|+ 2)Cc (since |S(o)| = t)
≤ (|N ′(i)| − 1)Cd + 2(|N ′(i)| − 1)Cc + 2Cd + 4Cc
(since |N ′(i)| > t, |N ′(i)| ≥ |N(i)|)
≤ COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i)) + 2
Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K5
where K5 = (2Cd + 4Cc) is a constant. Therefore, we obtain,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K5 (4.11)
Case B: If |N ′(i)| ≤ t, then referring to Equation (3.27), in a MCE, the total cost of
servicing the requests in P (i) for the OPT algorithm is given by,
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) ≥ (t− 1)Cd (4.12)
In this case, the difference between Equation (4.9) and Equation (4.12) is,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ (|N(i)|+ 1)Cd + (2|N(i)|+ 2)Cc
≤ (t− 1)Cd + 2(t− 1)Cc + 2Cd + 4Cc (since |N(i)| ≤ |N ′(i)| ≤ t)
≤ COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i)) + 2
Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K6
where K6 = (2Cd + 4Cc) is a constant. Therefore, we can obtain that,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K6 (4.13)
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Condition 2: Referring to Section 4.1.2, if 4(i) ≤ |N(i)|Cc, then we will not consider any
of the read requests issued by the processors in N(i) as a saving-read request.
In this case, referring to Equation (3.29), in a MCE, the total cost to serve the requests in
P (i) for DWM algorithm is given by,







th read request in P (i))
≤ |S(o)|Cd + Cc +
∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))(Cc + Cd) + Cc (4.14)
For the optimal algorithm, we still consider two cases as before.
Case A: If |N ′(i)| > t, then the total cost for servicing P (i) using the OPT algorithm is
the same as Equation (4.10).
Thus, the difference between Equation (4.14) and Equation (4.10) is,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ ( ∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))− |N ′(i)|+ |S(o)|+ 1)Cd + (
∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i)) + 2)Cc
≤ |S(o)|Cd + (
∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))− |N(i)|)(Cc + Cd) + (|N(i)|+ 2)Cc + Cd
≤ |S(o)|Cd +4(i) + (|N(i)|+ 2)Cc + Cd
Using Condition 2, we obtain,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ |S(o)|Cd + 2|N(i)|Cc + Cd + 2Cc
≤ (|N ′(i)| − 1)Cd + 2(|N ′(i)| − 1)Cc + 2Cd + 4Cc
(since |N ′(i)| > t, |N ′(i)| ≥ |N(i)|)
≤ COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i)) + 2
Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K7
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where K7 = (2Cd + 4Cc) is a constant. Therefore, we have,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K7 (4.15)
Case B: If |N ′(i)| ≤ t, then the total cost of servicing P (i) for the OPT algorithm is the
same as Equation (4.12).
Thus, the difference between Equation (4.14) and Equation (4.12) is,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ ∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))(Cc + Cd) + Cd + 2Cc
= 4(i) + |N(i)|(Cc + Cd) + Cd + 2Cc
Using Condition 2, we can obtain,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i))− COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i))
≤ |N(i)|Cd + 2|N(i)|Cc + |N(i)|+ Cd + 2Cc
≤ (t− 1)Cd + 2(t− 1)Cc + 2Cd + 4Cc
( since |N(i)| ≤ |N ′(i)| ≤ t)
≤ COSTOPT (P (i), IA∗o(i)) + 2
Cc
Cd
COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K8
where K8 = (2Cd + 4Cc) is a constant. Therefore, we have,
COSTDWM(P (i), IAo(i)) ≤ (2 + 2Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i)) +K8 (4.16)
From Equation (4.11), Equation (4.13), Equation (4.15) and Equation (4.16), the result of
Lemma 4.2 is immediate.
Now we state the following theorem to show the performance of DWM algorithm in a MCE.
Theorem 4.1: For any integer t ≥ 1, DWM algorithm is (2 + 2CcCd )-competitive in a MCE.
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Proof: The proof is directly evident from the results of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. From Lemma










(COSTOPT (P (i), IA
∗
o(i))) +K
= (2 + 2
Cc
Cd
)COSTOPT (σo, IAo) +K (4.17)
where IA∗o(i) is the initial allocation scheme of object o on P (i) after servicing the last request
in P (i − 1) using the OPT algorithm, IA∗o(0) = IAo and K = r(2Cd + 4Cc) is an additive
constant. Hence the proof.
4.2 RDDWM Algorithm
It should be noted that in a DDBS, the transactions may not be serviced immediately after
arriving at the system. Basically, the response time of a transaction includes communication
time, queuing time (or waiting time due to the concurrency control in the nodes) and process-
ing time. Consequently, the end users may undergo long undesired waiting times to obtain
the results of transactions. This waiting time may not be time-critical in a Non-Real-Time
DDBS. However, in some application domains such as on-line banking transactions, video-on-
demand (VOD), automated stock trading, telephone call routings, etc [29], a quick response
for a transaction is expected. DDBSs in such time-critical domains are classified as Real-Time
Distributed Database Systems (RTDDBSs) and have attracted considerable research interest
in recent years.
Generally, a transaction in a RTDDBS, especially a RTDDBS in a MCE, may demand a
response on or before a specified deadline period (measured in number of time units). Thus,
one of the primary objectives in a RTDDBS is to design an efficient mechanism to schedule
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transactions that are associated with time constraints and also guarantee the consistency of
the objects in the system. There are several criteria to evaluate the performance of a RTD-
DBS such as the percentage of the transactions that can be serviced without missing their
time constraints, the total cost of servicing the transactions, and the system resources uti-
lization rate, etc. For example, the goal of the Adaptive Earliest Deadline (AED) algorithm
introduced in [23] is to schedule the transactions so as to maximize the total value of the
in-time transactions. It does not consider the execution cost of transactions. In this section,
we consider an OMP in a RTDDBS where each request arriving at the system imposes a
hard deadline period [54]. Our objective is to service the requests on or before their respec-
tive deadline periods and minimize the total servicing cost. We modify the cost model and
window mechanism of DWM to satisfy the real-time requirements, and design a decentral-
ized data allocation and replication algorithm, referred to as Real-time decentralized dynamic
Window Mechanism (RDDWM) algorithm. RDDWM algorithm also satisfies the t-availability
constraint mentioned earlier. Using competitive analysis, we will study the performance of
RDDWM algorithm under two different extreme conditions, i.e., when the deadline period of
each request is sufficiently long and when the deadline period of each request is very short.
As each request consists of a respective deadline period in a RTDDBS, we need to slightly
redefine a read request from processor pi for object o with deadline period k as R
pi
o (k).
Similarly, we redefine a write request from processor pi for object o with deadline period k
as W pio (k). Further, in RDDWM algorithm, there is no a CCU in the system. All requests
for objects are assumed to arrive at the processors in the system. Requests arrive at a
processor concurrently and there is a concurrency control mechanism (refer to Chapter 2) at
the processor to serialize them for processing. As done in DWM algorithm, we assume that
the initial allocation scheme of an object o in RDDWM algorithm is given by a fixed server
set S(o) (|S(o)| = t). It should be reminded that for different objects, the server sets may be
different. Further, we assume that all the processors in the system know the initial allocation
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scheme (server set) of every object.
Therefore, in RDDWM algorithm, when a processor pr prefers to read an object o, if pr is
a data-processor, then object o is directly retrieved from its local memory; Otherwise, since
pr knows S(o), pr will send a read request to the nearest server in S(o). As done in ADRW
algorithm (see Chapter 3), the nearest server can be predefined by some system parameters
such as processor ID. This is different from DWM algorithm in which CCU can randomly
choose a server to service the read request. Further, for a given processor, the nearest server
is fixed. From the above description, it should be noted that only the servers of an object
o can receive requests from remote processors to read object o. Further, without loss of
generality, each processor can issue a write request for any object in a RTDDBS. Thus, the
request arriving at a processor q can be a read request from processor q for an object o in its
local memory, a write request from processor q for any object in the system, or a read request
from a remote processor for an object o′ if processor q is a server of object o′.
4.2.1 Cost Model
We now present the cost model used in RDDWM algorithm to compute the cost of servicing
a read request or a write request arriving at a processor q.
Case A (Read request): Consider servicing a read request Rpio (k) and let Ao be the allocation





0 if pi ∈ Ao
Cc + Cd otherwise
(4.18)
The cost model in Equation (4.18) is similar to that in Equation (4.1). If pi ∈ Ao, then pi
must be the processor q itself, since otherwise, pi will not send a read request to processor q,
as object o is in its local memory. Thus, in this case, object o is directly retrieved from the
local memory of q, incurring zero cost. On the other hand, if pi 6∈ Ao, then q retrieves object
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o from its local memory and sends it to pi. After pi receives object o, no matter whether
RDDWM algorithm in q decides this read request to be a saving-read request or not, the
entire process will incur (Cc+Cd) units of communication cost, including the control-message
transferring cost for processor pi sending R
pi
o (k) to q. Further, once q decides that request
Rpio (k) is a saving-read request, q and pi will change their respective allocation schemes of
object o from Ao to Ao ∪ {pi}. Further, server q will add pi into an invalidate-list (similar to
that in DA algorithm in Section 3.1.2) for object o, denoted as inv list(q, o). The key idea
behind this operation is that when servicing a following write request from a processor pj
for object o in the system, the servers in S(o) can simply send “invalidate” control-messages
to the processors in their respective invalidate-lists for object o, except pj (if pj is in an
invalidate-list), to invalidate the redundant copies of object o.
Case B (Write request): Consider servicing a write requestW qo (k) and let Ao be the allocation












|inv list(p, o)− {q}|Cc otherwise
(4.19)
where inv list(p, o) − {q} denotes the set of processors in inv list(p, o), except processor q.
Similar to Equation (3.5), in RDDWM algorithm, when processor q services a write request
from itself for an object o, if q ∈ S(o), then object o will be transferred to all the processors
in S(o) other than q, incurring (|S(o)| − 1)Cd units of data-transferring cost. Whereas, if
q 6∈ S(o), then object o will be transferred to all the processors in S(o), incurring (|S(o)|)Cd
units of cost. In both cases, the processors in S(o)∪{q} will save object o into their respective
local memories, incurring zero cost for I/O operations in a MCE.
After receiving the new version of object o from processor q, all the servers in S(o) will
send control-messages to the processors (except processor q, if q is in an invalidate-list) in
their corresponding invalidate-lists to “invalidate” the redundant replicas of object o, remove
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these processors from their respective Ao and corresponding invalidate-lists. Similarly, after
receiving the “invalidate” control-messages, the processors in the invalidate-lists invalidate
the copy of object o in their respective local memories and remove themselves from their
respective Ao. Finally, if processor q 6∈ S(o) and q is not in any invalidate-list for object o,
then q will add itself into its Ao, and its nearest server in S(o) will add processor q into its
Ao and corresponding invalidate-list. The purpose of this process is to invalidate the copy of
object o in processor q when another processor services a following write request for object o.
Thus, in Equation (4.19),
∑
p∈S(o)
|inv list(p, o)− {q}|Cc and
∑
p∈S(o)
|inv list(p, o)|Cc denote the
cost for sending “invalidate” control-messages by the processors in S(o) when processor q is
in an invalidate-list and processor q is not in any invalidate-list, respectively.
4.2.2 Window Mechanism of RDDWM Algorithm
In RDDWM algorithm, as CCU is removed from the system, each processor has a request
window mechanism (refer to Section 3.2.2 for the complete description of a request window).
The decentralized request window mechanism of RDDWM algorithm is a modified version of
the window mechanism designed for DWM algorithm. There are multiple dynamic request
windows with size τ in each processor, one for each requested object. As done in DWM
algorithm, we denote a request window for an object o in a processor as win(o). Further, we
associate two counters, TC1o and TC
2
o , for each win(o). TC
1
o has the same function of TCo
in DWM algorithm and TC2o will track the deadline periods of requests in win(o). We now
describe the window mechanism of RDDWM algorithm in a processor q in Table 4.1.
From Table 4.1, it may be observed that the processing of requests in a request window can
be driven by the deadline requirement of a particular request and not completely constrained
by the formation of the request window. In fact, there are three conditions that can trigger
immediate servicing of the requests in a win(o).
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Table 4.1: Window mechanism of RDDWM algorithm
For (Each time unit)
{ If (There is a request Req for an object o with deadline period τReq)
{ If (win(o) does not exist) /*Req is the first request for object o arriving at q*/
{ Generate win(o) and insert Req into win(o); TC1o = τ ; TC2o = τReq; }
Else /*Req is not the first request for object o arriving at q*/
{ If (Req is a read request) { Insert Req into win(o); TC2o =Min(TC2o ,τReq);}
Else /*Req is a write request*/
{ Service the requests in win(o); /* win(o) is empty after servicing */
Insert Req into win(o); TC1o = τ ; TC
2
o = τReq; }
}
}
For (Each currently existed request window win(o′) in processor q)
/* No matter whether there is a request in this time unit or not */
{ TC1o′=TC1o′ − 1; TC2o′=TC2o′ − 1;
If (TC1o′ == 0)
{ Service the requests in win(o′); Delete win(o′);
If (q is a server of object o′)
{Invalidate the copies of o′ in processors that belong to inv list(q, o′);
Empty inv list(q, o′); }
Ao′ = S(o
′); }
Else /*Check whether there is a request that will miss its deadline or not*/
{If (TC2o′ == 0) {Service the requests in win(o′); TC1o′ = τ ; TC2o′ =∞;} }
}
}
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• A write request arrives
• A request in the window will miss its deadline (TC2o = 0)
• TC1o = 0
Further, whenever TC1o of a win(o) in processor q reaches 0, the win(o) will be deleted from
q and RDDWM algorithm will reset Ao in q to S(o). At the same time, if q is a server of
object o, then q will send “invalidate” control-messages to the processors in inv list(q, o) to
invalidate the replicas of object o and empty inv list(q, o). The next request for object o
arriving at processor q will be considered as the first request for object o and win(o) will
be regenerated by our window mechanism. Thus, we consider the request sequence inserted
into win(o) during its individual lifetime as σo. Similar to DWM algorithm, using the window
mechanism of RDDWM algorithm in Table 4.1, a σo will be essentially partitioned into several
request sub-sequences ReqSS(1), ReqSS(2), ..., ReqSS(r). Each request sub-sequence belongs
to either Type I (σss1) or Type II (σss2). A σss1 sub-sequence consists of several read requests
and a σss2 sub-sequence consists of a write request followed by several read requests. However,
it should be noted that the partition heuristic used in RDDWM algorithm is not the same as
that in DWM algorithm due to the deadline requirement of each request. This can be shown
in the following example.




















o (k2) > and








o (k7) >. However, using RDDWM algorithm, σo may
be divided into three request sub-sequences, ReqSS(1) =< Rp7o (k1)R
p5









o (k7) >, since the deadline period of
the fifth request Rp3o (k5) is not sufficiently long and will be missed before the sixth request
arrives.
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Finally, it may be noted that if the deadlines imposed by the requests are too short for the
system to process, certain requests may be dropped by the system. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the deadline imposed by a request that can be successfully processed by the
system is at least equal to 1. The dropped requests (otherwise referred to as blocked requests)
will either leave the system or can be resubmitted, depending on the underlying application.
Thus the fraction of the requests that are dropped (also referred to as blocking probability)
can be monitored periodically to sense the performance of the system and hence the number
of future requests that can be admitted for servicing can be controlled. This, in a way, refers
to an admission control mechanism that is inherent to the design of OMP in our RDDWM
algorithm.
Below, we describe on how RDDWM algorithm at processor q serves the request sub-sequences
in σo to minimize the cumulative servicing cost.
4.2.3 Servicing of Request Sub-sequences
The servicing of request sub-sequences in RDDWM algorithm is similar to that in DWM
algorithm. Let nr(p, i) be the total number of read requests issued by processor p in a sub-
sequence ReqSS(i). Further, when servicing a ReqSS(i) belonging to σss1, let N(i) be the
set of processors which are not in the initial allocation scheme IAo(i) on ReqSS(i) and have
issued read requests in ReqSS(i); when servicing a ReqSS(i) belonging to σss2, let N(i) be
the set of processors which are not in the allocation scheme Ao after the servicing of the first
write request and have issued read requests in ReqSS(i). Thus, we define
4(i) = ( ∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i))− |N(i)|)(Cc + Cd) (4.20)
As done in DWM algorithm, when servicing ReqSS(i), if 4(i) > |N(i)|Cc, then RDDWM
algorithm considers all the first read requests from processors in N(i) as saving-read requests.
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Otherwise, RDDWM algorithm will not consider any of the read requests from processors in
N(i) as a saving-read request.
4.2.4 Competitive Analysis of RDDWM Algorithm
Based on the above described model, we now use competitive analysis to quantify the perfor-
mance of RDDWM algorithm in a MCE. As RDDWM algorithm is a decentralized algorithm
and the window mechanisms are distributed in each processor and work independently, it is
sufficient for us to analyze the performance of RDDWM algorithm in a single processor q.
Theorem 4.2: For any integer t ≥ 1, if the deadline period of each request is at least τ , then
RDDWM algorithm is (2+2CcCd
)-competitive; if the deadline period of each request is 1, then
RDDWM algorithm is not competitive.
Proof: Using the window mechanism of RDDWM algorithm in Table 4.1, it can be observed
that when the deadline period of each request is sufficiently long (≥ τ), the working style of
RDDWM algorithm is identical to that of DWM algorithm in a MCE. Hence, referring to
Theorem 4.1, it is obvious that RDDWM algorithm is (2 + 2CcCd
)-competitive in this case.
On the other hand, if the deadline period of each request is very short (= 1, the minimum
deadline period imposed by a request that can be successfully processed by the system),
RDDWM algorithm must service each request immediately when the request arrives. In this
case, according to the window mechanism, each request would be considered as a request
sub-sequence, either Type I or Type II. Since there is only one request in a sub-sequence,
referring to Equation (4.20), 4(i) < |N(i)|Cc is always true. Thus, RDDWM algorithm will
not consider any read request in ReqSS(i) as a saving-read request. Therefore, the working
style of RDDWM algorithm is almost the same as that of SA algorithm (refer to Section 3.1.1).
In the following, we will attempt to derive the competitive ratio of RDDWM algorithm, if it
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exists, in this case. To do so, let us consider an object o and its server set in the system S(o).
Without loss of generality, we assume that RDDWM algorithm and an optimal algorithm
OPT initially start with the same allocation scheme of object o S(o).
Let us suppose that there exist two constants α (α ≥ 1) and β (β ≥ 0), such that for any
request sequence σo
COSTRDDWM(σo, S(o)) ≤ αCOSTOPT (σo, S(o)) + β (4.21)
In other words, we suppose that RDDWM algorithm is α-competitive when the deadline





o(m), arriving at processor q, where σ
′
o(i) (1 ≤ i ≤ m) denotes the i-th request in
σ′o. Suppose that all the requests in σ
′
o are read requests and are issued from a non-data-
processor pi. According to Equation (4.18) and the window mechanism, we know that using
RDDWM algorithm, each read request in σ′o is served as a non-saving-read request and incurs
(Cc + Cd) units of cost. Thus, the total servicing cost of σ
′




o, S(o)) = m(Cc + Cd) (4.22)
On the other hand, for the OPT algorithm, the first read request σ′o(1) can be served as a
saving-read request, incurring at most (Cc + Cd) units of cost. All the other requests (σ
′
o(i),
(2 ≤ i ≤ m)) will hence incur zero cost. Therefore, the total servicing cost of σ′o for the OPT
algorithm is given by,
COSTOPT (σ
′
o, S(o)) ≤ (Cc + Cd) (4.23)







o, S(o)) = m(Cc + Cd)
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> α(Cc + Cd) + β
= αCOSTOPT (σ
′
o, S(o)) + β (4.24)
which contradicts the hypothesis in Equation (4.21). This means that there exist no real
constants c and d such that COSTRDDWM(σ) ≤ c · COSTOPT (σ) + d holds for any request
sequence σ. Therefore, we conclude that RDDWM algorithm is not competitive in this case.
Hence the proof of Theorem 4.2.
4.2.5 Simulation Results and Discussions
In this subsection, we rigorously simulate the working style of RDDWM algorithm and study
the performance behavior under different conditions. To perform the simulation study, we
assume that the number of distinct objects is 200 and the number of nodes is 50 in the
system. We let Cc = 5, Cd = 10, and the server set of each object o |S(o)| = 10, which is the
t-availability constraint in the system.
First, we will investigate the performance of RDDWM algorithm when the deadline period of
each request is sufficiently long and when the deadline periods of all the requests are very short
(= 1). These are the two extreme cases which are expected to alter the performance. For
requests with longer deadline periods, RDDWM algorithm will form request sub-sequences
with several requests. On the other hand, for requests with very short deadline periods,
RDDWM algorithm has to process these requests almost immediately before their respective
deadline periods. In this case, a request sub-sequence will consist of only one request. Figure
4.1 shows the difference between the cost performance of RDDWM algorithm under conditions
when each request has very short deadline period and when each request has sufficiently long
deadline period. From Figure 4.1, we observe that when the read requests probability is
low, the performance of RDDWM algorithm under these two conditions are almost the same.
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This is because in a write-intensive network, it is cost-effective not to consider a read request
from a non-data-processor as a saving-read request. The RDDWM algorithm is precisely
implementing this idea. On the other hand, if the read request probability increases, then
the performance of RDDWM algorithm is superior when the deadline period of each request
is sufficiently long. The reason is as follows. When servicing the requests with very short
deadline periods, RDDWM algorithm will consider each request as a request sub-sequence.
In this case, referring to Equation (4.20), RDDWM algorithm does not consider any read
request as a saving-read request. However, when servicing the requests with sufficiently long
deadline periods, RDDWM algorithm may consider the read requests as saving-read requests




























Figure 4.1: Performance comparison of RDDWM under short deadline periods and sufficiently
long deadline periods
Secondly, we compare the performance of RDDWM algorithm when the deadline period of
each request is sufficiently long with the performance when the deadline periods of all the
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requests are randomly distributed between [1, 10] time units. This comparison is of particular
interest. When the deadline period of each request is sufficiently long, it is wiser to pool the
requests and then to schedule them as per our analysis earlier, and hence RDDWM algorithm
under this condition is expected to give the better performance. However, from simulation
results reported in Figure 4.2, we observe that the performance of RDDWM algorithm when
the deadline periods are randomly distributed is not always inferior to the performance of
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Figure 4.2: Performance comparison of RDDWM under random deadline periods (between
[1,10] time units) and sufficiently long deadline periods
be explained as follows. Let us suppose a request sub-sequence for an object o in a server q,












o (k7) >, and IAo(i) is {p1, q} ∪
{p4}, where {p1, q} is the server set S(o). We assume that Cc = 5, Cd = 10. Referring to
Equation (4.20), we observe that 4(i) = ( ∑
p∈N(i)
(nr(p, i)) − |N(i)|)(Cc + Cd) = (5 − 4)(5 +
10) = 15, and 4(i) < |N(i)|Cc = 4 ∗ 5 = 24. Thus, in this case, RDDWM algorithm
will not consider the first, second, third, and fifth read requests as saving-read requests and
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the total servicing cost is 75. However, if the deadline period of the fourth request is not
sufficiently long, and the first four requests must be serviced before the fifth request comes,
then the requests in ReqSS(i) will be divided into two request sub-sequences by the request












o (k7) >. Referring to Equation (4.20), RDDWM algorithm does not consider
the requests in ReqSS ′(i) as saving-read requests, but considers the requests in ReqSS ′(i+1)
as saving-read requests. Thus, the total servicing cost is 60. Furthermore, when servicing
a following write request (if it exists) for object o, server q must send a control-message to
“invalidate” the replica of object o in processor p3. It will incur additional 5 units cost. This
implies that the total servicing cost of these seven read requests is 65, which is even less
than 75. Thus, we can observe that the cost performance of RDDWM algorithm when the
deadline periods are randomly distributed may be better than that when the deadline periods
are sufficiently long, as shown Figure 4.2.
4.3 ADRW Algorithm in a MCE
In this section, we shall show how ADRW algorithm can be used in a MCE. We first modify
the cost model of ADRW algorithm to suit a MCE as follows.
4.3.1 Cost Model
Case A (Read request): Consider servicing a read request Rpio and let Ao be the allocation





0 if pi ∈ Ao
Cc + Cd otherwise
(4.25)
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Case B (Write request): Consider servicing a write request W pio with an allocation scheme





(|Ao| − 1)Cd if pi ∈ Ao
|Ao|Cd otherwise
(4.26)
It may be observed that, in a MCE, except for the fact that Cio = 0, the cost models of
ADRW algorithm in Equation (4.25) and Equation (4.26) are the same as those in Equation
(3.33) and Equation (3.34), respectively.
4.3.2 Distributed Request Window Mechanism
Referring to Section 3.3.2, let us consider a request windowWin(o, pi), a non-server processor
pi (pi 6∈ S(o)) and its nearest server pj (pj ∈ S(o)). As shown for a SCE, when servicing the
relevant requests in Win(o, pi) we have two policies, TEN and TEX. In TEN policy, the
nearest server pj uses the condition in Equation (3.35) to determine whether or not the non-
data-processor pi should enter the allocation scheme Ao. In the case of a MCE, because
Cio = 0, we must modify the condition discussed in Equation (3.35) as follows.
(Cc + Cd)Nr ≥ CdNw (4.27)
Similarly, for TEX policy, we also need to modify the condition discussed in Equation (3.36)
as follows,
(Cc + Cd)Nr < CdNw (4.28)
for the data-processor pi (pi 6∈ S(o)) to decide whether or not it should exit from the allocation
scheme Ao.
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4.3.3 Competitive Analysis of ADRW Algorithm
In this section, according to the modified cost model and TEN/TEX policy, we use competitive
analysis to study the performance of ADRW algorithm in a MCE.
Theorem 4.3: Using the request window mechanism, if t = 1, then ADRW algorithm is not
competitive in a MCE.
Proof: Consider an object o and its server in the system is pj (i.e., t = 1). Suppose that
there is a non-data processor pi and the requests arrive at the system are all write requests
from pi. Using an OPT algorithm, the total servicing cost of these requests would be zero,
since the OPT algorithm will just consider pi as the unique data processor in the system and
will not send the new version of object o to pj. However, using ADRW algorithm, each write
request from pi will incur Cd units of cost and the total servicing cost of these requests will
be unboundedly higher than that of the OPT algorithm when the number of such requests
increases. Therefore, ADRW algorithm is not competitive in a MCE when t = 1, and hence
the proof.
Now we shall attempt to derive the competitive ratio of ADRW algorithm in a MCE when
t > 1.






-competitive in a MCE, where k (k ≥ 1) is the size of a request
window.
Proof: The proof follows similar steps used in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Consider an arbitrary
request sequence σo = σo(1), σo(2), ..., σo(m), which consists of only the relevant requests
between a non-server processor pi and its nearest server pj for object o. Without loss of
generality, we assume that ADRW algorithm and an OPT algorithm, which also satisfies
the t-availability constraint, initially start with the same allocation scheme of object o, S(o).
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Using Phase Partition Heuristic 2 (refer to Section 3.3.3), σo will be partitioned into several
phases, P (0), P (1), P (2), ..., P (r), belonging to either RSS or WSS. Referring to Equation
(3.40) and Equation (3.44), we can obtain that the total servicing cost of a RSS P (i) in σo is,
COSTADRW (P (i)) ≤ d Cd
Cc + 2Cd
ke(Cc + Cd) (4.29)
and the total servicing cost of a WSS P (j) in σo is,
COSTADRW (P (j)) ≤ d Cc + Cd
Cc + 2Cd
keCd + |P (j)|Cd (4.30)









{COSTADRW (P (j)), P (j) is a WSS}











{|P (j)|Cd, P (j) is a WSS} (4.31)
Similarly, for the OPT algorithm, the total servicing cost of σo is given by,





, P (j) is a WSS} −NrawCd
t
(4.32)
The difference between Equation (4.31) and Equation (4.32) is,
COSTADRW (σo)− COSTOPT (σo)
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k + Cc + 2Cd
]
(4.33)








competitive in a MCE when t > 1 and hence the proof.
The competitive ratio of ADRW algorithm in Theorem 4.4, denoted as RMCE, can be rewritten
as follows.







Let α = Cd/Cc, we have







It can be observed that RMCE decreases when α increases, which implies that the larger
the ratio between a data-message transferring cost and a control-message transferring cost,
the better ADRW algorithm performs in a MCE. Thus, we can obtain that the minimal
competitive ratio of ADRW algorithm is (k+3) in a MCE when α tends to infinity and t > 1.
4.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we considered the OMP in DDBSs exclusively for MCEs. For servicing
requests that arrive at a DDBS in a MCE, we have modified the cost models of DWM
algorithm and ADRW algorithm presented in Chapter 3, and extended their competitive
analysis to a MCE. The analysis shows that algorithms that are designed for a SCE can be
tuned to suit the conditions of a MCE. It may be noted that in this thesis, the mobility of
mobile hosts is not considered by our proposed algorithms in the MCE (beyond the scope
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of this thesis). To take into account this issue, efficient mechanisms need to be designed to
transfer the request windows between servers, and the cost models must also be modified to
involve this request window transferring cost.
We summarize the competitive ratios of our proposed algorithms, as well as the SA and DA
algorithm, for both the SCE and MCE in Table 4.2.
Algorithms SCE MCE
SA 1 + Cc + Cd Not competitive
DA 2 + Cc 2 + 3
Cc
Cd
DWM 2 + 2CcCd
2 + 2CcCd
RDDWM N/A
Not competitive when the deadline
periods are very short (= 1)
2 + 2CcCd
when when the deadline





)k + 1 + Cc + 2CdCd
+ Cd
t
] Not competitive when t = 1[
(1 + CcCc + 2Cd
)k + Cc + 3CdCd
]
when t > 1
Table 4.2: Competitive ratios of SA, DA, DWM, RDDWM, and ADRW algorithm in both
the SCE and the MCE
From Table 4.2, we can observe that the SA algorithm, which is competitive in the SCE is
no longer competitive in the MCE. For DA algorithm, the competitive ratios in the SCE and
MCE are different. However, the competitive ratio of the DWM algorithm remains unchanged
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competitive when t > 1 in the MCE. Further, we also modified DWM algorithm to RDDWM
algorithm to satisfy the real-time requirements. Using competitive analysis, we quantified
the performance of RDDWM algorithm in the MCE under two different extreme conditions,
i.e., when the deadline periods of all the requests are sufficiently long (≥ τ) and when the
deadline periods of all the requests are very short (= 1). We showed that RDDWM algorithm
is (2 + 2CcCd
)-competitive under the former condition and is not competitive under the later
condition. We also conducted a simulation study to capture the performance of RDDWM
algorithm with respect to different deadline periods, different number of requests, and differ-
ent read/write request probability. It may be noted that although the RDDWM algorithm is
designed for the MCE in this thesis, it can be easily implemented in a SCE if we modify its
cost model to take into account the I/O cost.
According to the above observations, we realize that the competitive feature of an on-line
algorithm may vary when the system environments are subject to change. Thus, depending
on the respective system environments, certain on-line algorithms may be chosen for improving
system performance. However, it may be noted that the wider choice on algorithms is the
demand from the underlying application domain that truly restricts the choice. For instance,
most of the time-critical systems would prefer to adopt the RDDWM algorithm instead of
the DWM algorithm or ADRW algorithm.
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Chapter 5
Experiments with ADRW Algorithm
The entire study presented so far conclusively shows the performance analysis of our pro-
posed algorithms from theoretical standpoint. In this chapter, we will rigorously implement
our ADRW algorithm restricted to a SCE (with a little tuning, similar experiments can be car-
ried out in MCEs) and study its performance behavior under a variety of situations. ADRW
algorithm is a dynamic object allocation/replication algorithm and is exclusively designed for
a decentralized control DDBS. There is no a central control unit (CCU) in the system and the
TEN/TEX policies are distributed in each processor, making the implementation more com-
plex and meaningful. In Chapter 3, we have mentioned that an object allocation/replication
algorithm is either static or dynamic, and introduced two algorithms, SA (static) algorithm
and DA (dynamic) algorithm. Both SA and DA algorithm satisfy the t-availability constraint
of an object. Thus, to implement the performance study, it is reasonable for us to compare
our ADRW algorithm against the SA algorithm and DA algorithm. Further, to ease the
implementation, it is sufficient for us to consider a single object in the system.
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5.1 Experimental System Model
Our experiments were implemented in the campus intranet of National University of Sin-
gapore. The system consists of 6 nodes (belonging to different subnets), forming a logical







Figure 5.1: Logical network topology of the experimental system
Each node is a complete computer system that consists of a processor, a local memory
(database) and a network adapter. Table 5.1 lists the hardware configurations of each node
in our experimental system.
Table 5.1: Hardware configurations of the experimental system
CPU Frequency Buffer Capacity Storage Capacity Link Bandwidth
(MHz) (MB) (GB) (Mbps)
Node 1 1000 256 20 100
Node 2 667 256 20 10
Node 3 1500 512 40 100
Node 4 1500 512 30 100
Node 5 667 256 20 10
Node 6 667 256 20 10
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The operating systems of these six nodes are Windows XP (Nodes 1,3,4 and Node 6), Windows
2000 (Node 2) and Windows Me (Node 5), each of which supports Win32 (Windows 32-
bit) applications. Further, we chose TCP/IP as the inter-node communication protocol in
our experimental system. With the help of the MFC and WinSock API, we created several
stream sockets to realize the common network communication functions such as socket binding,
listening, connection, sending and receiving [13, 47]. Compared to datagram sockets, stream
sockets can provide sequenced, reliable and connection-based data transmission mechanism,
making the task of control-messages and data-messages transferring much easier.
Another important issue in our implementation is the concurrency control. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, the time-stamps mechanism [57] and locking mechanism [7] are commonly used in
practice to realize this issue for a DDBS. In our experimental system, we used a token pass
strategy to simplify the concurrency control mechanism. The basic idea of the token pass
strategy is as follows. Whenever a request is generated in a Node i, Node i has to wait for
the token to submit the request to the system. Further, when Node i generates a request, if
there is already a request in Node i waiting for the token, then the previous request will be
discarded and considered as a missed request. Thus, in a way, our token pass strategy works
as a locking mechanism that circumvents the concurrency control issues in our experimental
system.
5.2 Experimental Results and Discussions
To ease our experiments, we considered that there is a single object o in the system. With
a little tuning, our experiments can be easily extended to the case of multiple objects. We
chose Node 3 and Node 4, which have the best performance among the nodes, as the server
set of object o, i.e., S(o) = {Node3, Node4}. In other words, the object availability constraint
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t = 2 in our experiments. Further, the request generation rate at each node follows a Poisson
distribution, i.e., the request arriving interval at each node is exponentially distributed with
a given mean time. The probability that the generated request is a read request or write
request follows a Bernoulli distribution. In addition, we let Cio = 1, Cc = 5 and Cd = 10 in
our experiments.
We first carried out the following experiments where the size of a request window k = 10 in
ADRW algorithm and each node has the same probability of read/write request. The mean
request arriving interval at each node is listed in Table 5.2 and each experiment time is 18000
seconds (5 hours).
Table 5.2: Mean request arriving interval at each node







Table 5.3 shows the results of the experiments with respect to the mean probability of
read/write request in the system. From Table 5.3, we observe that the request missed rate is
only 4.27% on average. In fact, in our experimental system, the round-trip cycle of a token
passing (Node 1− > 2− > 3− > 4− > 5− > 6− > 1) is less than 100 milliseconds which
is significantly smaller (by 2 orders of magnitude) than the mean request arriving interval at
a node (refer to Table 5.2). Thus, our token pass strategy has very little influence on the
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Table 5.3: Results of the experiments when the request window size k = 10 in ADRW
algorithm and each node has the same probability of read/write request
Mean probability of read request 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
Total request generated 7943 8001 8002 8002 8000
Request missed rate 0.0434 0.0424 0.0426 0.0426 0.0425
Cost of ADRW 143959 133947 124683 117893 53853
Cost of SA 143959 133806 122701 111802 100874
Cost of DA 175382 162059 141196 110742 58329
Number of request window
transferring in ADRW
0 14 232 1150 356
system performance in terms of request missed rate.
The cost performance of ADRW, SA and DA algorithm are also shown in Figure 5.2. In Fig-
ure 5.2, we observe that when the read request probability in the system is low (< 0.3 in the
experiments), the ADRW algorithm can perform identical to the SA algorithm and much bet-
ter than DA algorithm. As mentioned earlier, in a write-intensive network, it is cost-effective
to maintain a small number of replicas for an object in the system. The SA algorithm keeps a
fixed allocation scheme with the minimum cardinality to satisfy the t-availability constraint.
Thus, the SA algorithm can perform near-optimally in a write-intensive network. Similarly,
for our ADRW algorithm, we use the TEN policy (refer to Section 3.3.2) to decide whether
a non-data-processor should enter the allocation scheme or not. It should be noted that in
a write-intensive network, the condition in Equation (3.35) seldom holds. As shown in Ta-
ble 5.3, when the read request probability is less then 0.3, the number of request window
transferring is 0, which means that no non-data-processors (Nodes 1,2,5 or 6 in our experi-
mental system) enter the allocation scheme throughout the experiment in this case. In other
























Figure 5.2: Cost performance of ADRW, SA, and DA algorithm when the request window
size k = 10 in ADRW algorithm and each node has the same probability of read/write request
words, the object allocation scheme in ADRW algorithm also remains unchanged as done in
SA algorithm. Therefore, our ADRW algorithm can perform identical with SA algorithm.
On the other hand, DA algorithm considers each read request from a non-data-processor as
a saving-read request. Further, DA algorithm also saves the object to a non-data-processor
whenever this non-data-processor issues a write request and invalidates the redundant copies
elsewhere (refer to Section 3.1.2). Thus, in a write-intensive network, using DA algorithm
will incur more cost due to the external I/O operations and control-messages transferring.
Therefore, both ADRW algorithm and SA algorithm can perform better than DA algorithm
under this condition.
Further, in Figure 5.2, we also observe that when the mean probability of read request is prox-
imately between 0.3 and 0.65, our ADRW algorithm performs better than the DA algorithm;
however, its performance is inferior to that of SA algorithm. The reason is as follows.
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When the probability of read request at each node increases, the probability for ADRW
algorithm to allow a non-data-processor to enter the allocation scheme based on the TEN
policy also increases. However, it may be noted that when the mean probability of read
request falls into the range [0.3, 0.65], the system is still write-intensive from the viewpoint of
each node. For example, when the probability of read request at each node is 0.65, the mean
number of read requests issued by Node 1 in a minute is 6 ∗ 0.65 = 3.9; however, the mean
number of write requests arriving at Node 1 would be (6+3+3+4+4)∗0.35 = 7 in a minute
if Node 1 saves the object. Thus, when a non-data-processor enters the object allocation
scheme, it will exit again in the near future based on the TEX policy. However, as an on-line
algorithm, the ADRW algorithm can only use the available history information, and it cannot
predict any future request. Thus, there is a decision latency in ADRW algorithm to satisfy
the condition in Equation (3.36), incurring external data-messages transferring cost and I/O
operations cost. This may further degrade the performance of ADRW algorithm when the
mean probability of read request increases to [0.65, 0.75], as shown in Figure 5.2. However, it
should be noted that in this case, the cost performance of ADRW algorithm is only 5% worse
than that of SA algorithm and 1% worse than that of DA algorithm.
In Figure 5.2, when the mean probability of read request in the system further increases
(> 0.75 in the experiments), we can observe that our ADRW algorithm performs similar to
DA algorithm and much better than SA algorithm. Typically, when the mean probability of
read request is greater than 0.9, the ADRW algorithm can perform about 50% better than
SA algorithm. The reason is that in a read-intensive network, both the ADRW algorithm
and DA algorithm prefer to consider the read requests from non-data-processors as saving-
read requests. On the other hand, SA algorithm fixes the object allocation scheme, and thus
the average cost of servicing a read request will be much higher than those of the ADRW
algorithm and the DA algorithm.
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Further, we also studied the performance when each node has different probability of read/write
request and the size of a request window k = 10 in ADRW algorithm, to verify the results
shown in Figure 5.2. In this case, the mean request arriving interval at each node is the same
as that in Table 5.2. For the respective mean probability of read request implemented in the
experiments, the probability of read request at each node is shown in Table 5.4, and each
experiment time is still 18000 seconds (5 hours).
Table 5.4: Probability of read request at each node
Mean probability of read
request in the system
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
Node 1 0 0.1 0.3 0.7 1
Node 2 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.9 1
Node 3 0.3 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.7
Node 4 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.7
Node 5 0.2 0.8 0.6 0.8 1
Node 6 0 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.8
As shown in Figure 5.3, we observe that the cost performance of the ADRW, SA and DA
algorithm in this case are almost identical to those in Figure 5.2.
Finally, we carried out the experiments when k increases to 30 and 50, respectively. Again,
the mean request arriving interval at each node is the same as that in Table 5.2 and each
experiment time is still 18000 seconds (5 hours). Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show the results, and the
cost performance of ADRW, SA and DA algorithm for these two cases are shown in Figures
5.4 and 5.5, respectively.
From Figures 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5, we observe that if the mean probability of read request in
the system is not very high (< 0.75 in our experiments), the cost performance of ADRW
























Figure 5.3: Cost performance of ADRW, SA, and DA algorithm when the request window
size k = 10 in ADRW algorithm and each node has different probability of read/write request
algorithm is close to that of SA algorithm when the request window size k increases. This is
due to the fact that when k increases, each node has more history information to implement
the TEN/TEX policy in ADRW algorithm, and hence the overall performance of the system
can be improved. On the other hand, when the mean probability of read request in the system
is very high (> 0.75 in our experiments), the ADRW algorithm performs similarly for various
k (10,30 or 50). However, if the mean probability of read request in the system increases
further, especially if the requests in the system are all read requests (100%), then the ADRW
algorithm should perform better when the value of k is smaller. As in this case, the non-data-
processors can enter the allocation scheme faster, incurring less external control-messages and
data-messages transferring cost.
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Table 5.5: Results of the experiments when the request window size k = 30 in ADRW
algorithm and each node has the same probability of read/write request
Mean probability of read request 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
Total request generated 8023 8017 8001 8019 8002
Request missed rate 0.0433 0.0430 0.0425 0.0425 0.0426
Cost of ADRW 145122 133821 123127 113864 48231
Cost of SA 145122 133821 122718 111509 100498
Cost of DA 174146 160527 140939 106265 57019
Number of request window
transferring in ADRW
0 0 22 582 10
Table 5.6: Results of the experiments when the request window size k = 50 in ADRW
algorithm and each node has the same probability of read/write request
Mean probability of read request 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
Total request generated 8001 8001 7989 8002 8001
Request missed rate 0.0429 0.0425 0.0428 0.0426 0.0426
Cost of ADRW 144584 134009 122366 113324 50555
Cost of SA 144584 134009 122366 111665 100666
Cost of DA 178135 162930 139855 111029 58254
Number of request window
transferring in ADRW
0 0 0 342 4
























Figure 5.4: Cost performance of ADRW, SA, and DA algorithm when the request window
























Figure 5.5: Cost performance of ADRW, SA, and DA algorithm when the request window
size k = 50 in ADRW algorithm and each node has the same probability of read/write request
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Furthermore, it may be noted that in the ADRW algorithm, we ignored the cost of the request
window transferring, which is indeed an overhead of the ADRW algorithm. However, as done
in our experiments, we can piggyback the request window onto the request acknowledgement.
When the request window size is small, the size of the piggyback message for a request
window transferring is also small. For instance, if the request window size is 30 (bits), then
the piggyback message for a request window transferring is less than 4 bytes in size, which is
much smaller than a data-message in the real-life systems, especially in the multimedia service
networks such as VOD, Web Caching systems [12, 41, 44, 65, 68, 72]. On the other hand,
if the request window size increases, the number of request window transferring decreases,
as shown in Figure 5.6 (derived from Tables 5.3, 5.5, and 5.6). Consequently, the influence
on the cost performance due to the request window transferring is very small. Thus, it is













































Figure 5.6: Number of request window transferring in ADRW algorithm when each node has
the same probability of read/write request and k=10, 30, and 50
From the above experiments, we can obtain the following three results.
1. If the mean probability (obtained by statistic in a certain time period) of read request
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in the system is low, it is recommended to use SA algorithm or ADRW algorithm with
a larger value of k as the object allocation/replication algorithm, as shown in Figures
5.2, 5.4 and 5.5.
2. If the mean probability of read request in the system is high, it is recommended to
use DA algorithm or ADRW algorithm with a smaller value of k as the object alloca-
tion/replication algorithm, as shown in Figures 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5.
3. If the mean probability of read request in the system is uncertain, it is recommended
to use ADRW algorithm with a reasonable value of k (based on the system resources
such as link speed, buffer capacity, etc) as the object allocation/replication algorithm.
This is because that using ADRW algorithm can obtain the minimum average cost for
servicing a request, when compared to the SA algorithm and DA algorithm, as shown








































Figure 5.7: Average cost for servicing a request when each node has the same probability of
read/write request and the request window size k=10, 30, and 50 in ADRW algorithm
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5.3 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we carried out the experiments to study the performance of ADRW algo-
rithm in a SCE. We rigorously implemented the ADRW algorithm in a small tree network
and compared its performance with SA algorithm and DA algorithm under several influencing
conditions. The comparison demonstrated that the ADRW algorithm is superior to the SA
and DA algorithm in terms of the average cost for servicing a request. It may be interesting
to further verify the competitive ratio of the ADRW algorithm (obtained in Section 3.3.3)
through the comparison of the worst-case cost performance with the cost performance we
obtained in the experiments. However, it my be noted that an off-line optimal algorithm
used in the theoretical analysis may not exist in the real-life when we implement the ADRW
algorithm, especially when the requests generated are random. To obtain an off-line optimal
algorithm for a random request sequence appears to be a NP-complete problem[16]. Conse-
quently, we cannot obtain the cost of the optimal algorithm, and therefore we cannot obtain
the worst-case cost performance of the ADRW algorithm, although we have the competitive
ratio explicitly for ADRW algorithm. Therefore, in this chapter, we do not carry out the
comparison mentioned above. Lastly, we also carried out the experiments to learn the influ-
ence of the request window size in ADRW algorithm on the system performance. Based on
the experimental results, the choice of ADRW, SA and DA algorithm for the object alloca-
tion/replication issues were discussed with respect to the probability of read/write request in
the system. Due to the resource limitation, our experimental system consists of only 6 nodes.




Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we have addressed two important issues, object allocation and object replication,
for the object management process (OMP) in DDBSs. Our emphasis was focused on design
and analysis of strategies to minimize the associated (monetary) cost of servicing requests
that arrive at a DDBS. As mentioned in Chapter 1, we considered two distinct application
domains that are in place - Stationary Computing Environment (SCE) domain and Mobile
Computing Environment (MCE) domain.
In Chapter 3, for the application domains of SCE, we first presented mathematical cost models
that consider all the costs (I/O cost, control-message/data-message transferring cost) associ-
ated with the servicing of a request, and then proposed two dynamic on-line object allocation
and replication algorithms, DWM algorithm (for centralized control DDBSs) and ADRW al-
gorithm (for decentralized control DDBSs). Based on different conditions, these two dynamic
algorithms were carefully designed to adjust the object allocation schemes so as to mini-
mize the total servicing cost of current request sequence (DWM) or future expected request
sequence (ADRW). Using competitive analysis, we rigorously evaluated the performance of
these two algorithms.
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Further, we extended our design and analysis of the above two algorithms to the application
domains of MCE in Chapter 4. For the DWM algorithm, we first modified its cost model
proposed in SCEs to suit the conditions of MCEs, and carried out similar competitive analysis
as that in SCEs. In addition, we modified the DWM algorithm to the RDDWM (Real-time
Decentralized Dynamic Window Mechanism) algorithm to handle the real-time requests in
a RTDDBS. Competitive analysis was carried out to quantify the performance of RDDWM
algorithm under two different extreme conditions, i.e., when the deadline periods of all the
requests are sufficiently long and when the deadline periods of all the requests are very short.
We also conducted a simulation study to capture the performance of RDDWM algorithm with
respect to different deadline periods, different number of requests, and different read/write
request probability. Similarly, for the ADRW algorithm, we discussed on how this algorithm
can be adopted in a MCE and also evaluated its competitive property under two different
conditions. From the analysis results, we realized that algorithms designed for a SCE can be
tuned to suit the conditions of a MCE, and the competitive feature of an on-line algorithm
may vary when the system environments change.
Furthermore, we carried out experiments to study the performance of ADRW algorithm un-
der several influencing conditions in a SCE. We conducted detailed performance analysis by
comparing the ADRW algorithm with SA (Static Allocation) and DA (Dynamic Allocation)
algorithm [73]. The experimental results, coupled with the competitive analysis results pre-
sented in Chapters 3 and 4, clearly demonstrated the influences of several relevant parameters
on the system performance, and gave more insights on the design of object allocation and
replication algorithms for DDBSs.
Noteworthily, in order to satisfy the t-availability constraint of an object o in the system,
there is a server set S(o) (|S(o)| = t) in each of the algorithms presented in this thesis.
Though obtaining an optimal server set S(o) for an object o in a general network may be a
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NP-complete problem [16, 37, 78], system designers are expected to choose those processors,
which have larger processing capacities and/or higher reliability in the system, as the servers
of an object. Indeed, this is an implementation level issue to be considered, as done in our
experiments.
Although the major focus in this thesis was on designing object allocation and replication algo-
rithms in DDBSs, the concepts and issues seem to be applicable to a wide variety of application
domains. For example, the DWM algorithm can be easily presented in a video-on-reservation
(VOR) system [12, 68, 79], where the video warehouses (VWHs) can be considered as the
server set of objects (objects in this case are multimedia documents) and the Personalized
Service Agents (PSAs) [35] form a centralized control unit (CCU) that collects requests for
a certain time period and then serve these requests to deliver a near-optimal performance.
As a second example, the ADRW algorithm can be adopted to solve Web Caching problems
on WWW, where each web proxy [9, 44, 71] represents a node in the network and a web
server can be considered as an object (web-page) server. The web server can then decide
whether or not a web-page should be replicated in a web proxy based on the TEN policy of
ADRW algorithm. Similarly, a web proxy can also decide whether or not a web-page should
be discarded based on the TEX policy of ADRW algorithm.
We shall now present several issues that are beyond the scope of this thesis and can serve as
our future work.
First of all, when the size of requested objects in a DDBS is large, one of the unavoidable issues
to be addressed is the storage space availability in the network [2, 6, 33, 67]. Applications,
such as VOD or VOR systems, demand a very large storage infrastructure, especially when
handling movie-on-demand requests. The size of an object in this case may be rather large
(100s of Mega-Bytes or several Giga-bytes magnitude), and hence the limited storage space
availability becomes a bottleneck for superior system performance. For instance, a multimedia
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object stored in a node may be evicted to reserve sufficient space for another object that will
be replicated in the node. In such a scenario, efficient memory replacement algorithms such
as LRU (Least Recently Used), LFU (Least Frequently Used), FIFO (First-In First-Out)
and LIFO (Last-In First-Out), will play a key role [28, 34, 42, 43, 48]. Therefore, when the
memory capacity is taken into account, it becomes more meaningful and challenging for us to
integrate efficient memory replacement algorithms into the object allocation and replication
algorithms.
Further, in this thesis, we have exclusively considered an object as an indivisible entity such
as a multimedia document, a web-page, or a small text file, as per the underlying application
domain. A complete object model Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
is built in [50], including object types, parameters, interfaces, attributes, etc. Under the
CORBA standards, an object is defined as “an identifiable, encapsulated entity that provides
one or more services that can be requested by a client”. This means that an entity cannot
be partitioned and supplied to the requested site. However, in case when an object can
be partitioned into several fragments [63, 81], a single request may be serviced by several
processors concurrently, each responding for one or more fragments of the object. In such a
scenario, load balancing is an additional issue to be considered [24, 25, 26, 63]. Further, the
study of the case when objects are divisible illuminates us to consider a DDBS where each
request arriving can demand several objects. The contents of this thesis will serve as a basis
for designing competitive on-line algorithms to handle such requests.
Besides the object allocation/replication issues, we have introduced another important issue in
the OMP, i.e., object migration (refer to Chapter 1), which also receives an immense research
interest in recent years. As far as object migration is concerned, there are several interesting
open problems such as designing object migration algorithms with optimal competitive ratio
for general networks or special topology networks [1, 5, 11, 17, 40, 70]. We are interested in
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designing competitive object migration algorithms based on the cost models presented in this
thesis.
As mentioned earlier, using an on-line object management algorithm, an object in the system
may be dynamically replicated in several new locations (nodes) or migrated from one loca-
tion to another, as per the arriving request patterns, to improve certain system performance.
Practically, the object allocation scheme (refer to Chapter 3) serves as a directory that indi-
cates the locations of an object. It may be noted that the processes such as object replication
and object migration are essentially modifying this directory. Thus, we are confronted with a
problem on deciding whether this directory be made centralized, distributed, partitioned, or
replicated in the system. In addition, we must also address on how the concurrency control
can be taken care to maintain the consistency when the directory is updated. As a result,
from the viewpoint of OMP, this object directory can itself be considered as an object in the
application system. Designing efficient directory management mechanisms therefore presents
a potential research area for our future work.
Lastly, in this thesis, our objective is to minimize the total servicing cost of the arriving
requests, and use competitive analysis to evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithms. There are several other performance metrics can be studied when designing object
management algorithms in a DDBS, such as minimizing the mean response time of trans-
actions, minimizing the complexity of proposed algorithms, maximizing the system resources
utilization rate, etc. Further, as done in [75], convergent analysis, an alternative to compet-
itive analysis, can also be used to evaluate the performance of on-line algorithms when the
read-write request patterns are generally regular. Essentially, the choice of a performance
metric and the method of performance evaluation usually stem from the underlying applica-
tion requirements. We are interested to design object management algorithms and use various
analyzing techniques to study the performance metrics mentioned above in the future.
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